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Abstract

This thesis deals with the receiver structures for signals transniitted over the-varying channels. Two problems are addressed. One is the simplified receiver design for Rayleigh fading channels when the modulation has a large constellation (such as the quadrature amplitude modulation-QAM) or when coding with interleaviag is applied. The other is the optimum receiver design for

generai time-varying channels modelled as a finite state Markov channel (FSMC).
A simplified maximum ïikelihood sequeoce estimation (MLSE) receiver for QAM signals over

the hquency nonselective Rayleigh fading channel is proposed nrst Adaptive FIR (hite
impulse response) prediction fdters are appiied based on the per-swivor processing. This avoids
the cornputational complexity due to the pndiction filter design that the original MLSE receiver

proposed in 1781 needs. In addition, a measure to detennine the memory length of the received
signal is proposed based on the Kullback-Liebler "distance" for probability density fùnctions.
This rneaswe detennines the complexity of the MLSE receiver in [78] and can be evaluated easily
for the Rayleigh fading channels.
Suboptirnal receivers for coded signals with interleaving over both frequency nonselective and
selective channels are also studied. Fit a two-stage receiver stnicture is proposed for frequency
nonselective Rayleigh fading channels, where the first stage compensates the channel by generating asyrnptoticaliy optimum channe1estimates and the second stage makes soft-decision decoding
using the channel estimates from the h t stage. Iterative joint detection/decoding receivea are
then developed based on the two-stage receiver to m e r improve the error performance. The
decoded sequence h m the second stage is iterated to M e r improve the channel compensation
in the first stage. Both frequency nonselective and frequency selective channels are considered.
Computer simulations are done to evaluate the performance of the receivers.
The design of MLSE receivea requins the knowledge of multidirnensioaal distribution of the
received signal. For general time-varying channels, this is not possible. This thesis considers
modelling such channels by a finite state Markov channel (FSMC)mode1 and the corresponding
receiver design. Optimal sequence detection and channel state estimation over frequency nonselective FSMCs is developed.

xvi

Chapter 1
Introduction

Communication over wireless mobile channels is very challenging because the transmitted signais are not only compted by additive noise but also distorted by the multtipath effects. Multipath

effects cause signal attenuation and intersyrnbol interference and hence make coherent demodulatioddetection (the word "detection" WUbe used exclusively hereafter in lieu of "demodulation/
detection) at the receiver more difficult. As an example. in narrowband wirekss communication
systems the multipath effects cause signal attenuation, an effect which is modelled as a multiplicative distortion of the transmitted signal. To accomplish coherent detection at the receiver, not
only does the phase of the distorted signal have to be tracked (e.g. via a phase-locked bop-PLL as
is done in the receivers for additive white Gaussian noise channels), but also its amplitude. This is
especially tme when quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is used mdor soft-decisiondecoding is desired. For wideband communication systems. things become more complicated due to the

delay spread that causes intersyrnbol interference (frequency selectivity). For both narrowband
and wideband communication systems, tracking the charnel impulse response (either in the form

of amplitudelphase or in-phaselquadrature components) is essential for coherent detection.
The focus of the research described in this thesis is to develop robust receivers for reliable
coherent detection of signals transmitted over wireless mobile channels. This chapter gives a bief
review of digital communications over wireless mobile channels as weil as the known detection
tecbiques.

1.1 Digital Wireless Communication
Digital wireless communication refers to the transmission of sequences of elements h m a
finite size alphabet through radio* charnels. Typical applications of digital wireless communications includes terrestrial and satellite communication, digital codess and cellular phones and the
personal communication services (PCS) that integrate multimedia (voice, video, text, etc.) cornmunications through 3 one-phone solution [@]. A general block diagram of a point-to-point digital wireless communication system is shown in Fig. 1-1.

11

\/

Source

Source Coding .

+ Channel Coding/Modulation

\/

Sink

t Source Decoding t-

1

DetectionIChanne1 Decoding

Fig.1-1 Block diagram of a digital wireless communication system

The source emits the information signal to be transmitted over the channel. It could be in the
analog or digital form. The second block in Fig.1-1 is source coding, also referred to as source

compression. Its function is to represent the information h m the source (the input) in the most
efficient way under a specified distortion. This efficiency is usualiy measured in bits per symbol
given a digital input or bits per sample if the input is in analog fom (in this case, an analog-todigital converter should be placed before the source coding block). Source coding alone or cornbined with channel coding/modulation can greatly nduce the bandwidth requirement for transmission. When the source is an analog signal, source coding can make the bandwidth requirement
lower than that required when the analog signal is directly transmitted. For example, the North

* Generally radio rcfcrs to (communication by) the use of elecuomagnetic wavcs without a connecting wirt. It covers the fiequency range from 10 KHz to 300 GHz. This thesis considers radio communication below 2 GHz.

Amencan TDMA system, which uses a sampling rate of 8 Kspdsecond and a hybrid coding technique, achieves a data rate of 7.95 KbiWsecond at the output of the source coder. This corresponds to less than one bit per sample [55]. The minimum rate one can obtain through source
coding, however, is determined by Shannon's source coding theory [14].
Ail radio channels are anaiog in nature, i.e., waveforms instead of bitdsymbols are transmitted.

Therefore the data sequence from the source coder has to be mapped, either one by one or in
groups, to waveforms. The term "modulation" h m analog transmission is inhented here to
describe the mapping. The ciifference is that with digital modulation, the transmitted wavefom
can be carefùlly designed to match the characteristics of the channel (e.g. achieving zero
intersymbol interference (BI) in a bandlimited environment). Another Merence is that unlike the
analog transmission system where interference(s) (additive noise, co-channel intederence, etc.)
directly corrupts the signal, in a digital transmission system, the interference degrades the system
performance indirectly through symbl errors.
Some intederences can be dealt with at the receiver through advanced signal processing and
detection techniques such as equalization or maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) to
elirninate ISI, by joint detection to mitigate the effects of adjacent channel interference (ACI) and
CO-channelinterference (CCI), etc. Furthemore, the probability of bit error can be significantly
reduced through the introduction of channel coding. Emr-free transmission is theoretically possible as predicted by Shannon in his channel coding theory which established the maximum achievable data rate (or channel capacity) in terms of the physical parameters of the channel. Practical
coding schemes have been derîved that to a certain extent approach closely the channel capacity
of Gaussian channels [6][21]. This achievement is impossible with analog communication systems.
There are other advantages of digital wireless communication. For example, for communication systems (e.g., microwave relay) where repeaters have to be used to compensate for the channe1 attenuation, when digital modulation is used, the probability of biclsymbol e m r is inversely
proportional to the number of times (K)the signal is repeated, or equivaiently, the signai-to-noise
ratio (SNR) decnases inversely as log(K). With analog transmission the SNR decnases inversely
with K.

1.2 The Fundamental Limitation of Wire1ess Communication--The

Physical radio channels are characterized by multipath propagation. The transmitted signal is
reflected, diffracted or scattered by objects surrounding the receiver. Thus the same signal arrives
at the receiver through different paths with different delays and attenuations. One effect of this
multipath propagation is that it causes the received signal to "fade". This happens when delayed
versions of the transmitted signal add deshuctively at the receiver due to their canier fkquency/
phase differences. For high speed communication systems, multipath propagation aiso causes
intersymbol interference (ISI) because the Merences between path delays are comparable to or
larger than the symbol intemal so that the tirne dispersion c m o t be neglected. For mobile communications, the trammitter, receiver, and the media is usually changing over t h e in unpredictable ways therefore transmitted signals are attenuated and dispersed in time in a random manner.
The multipath fading effect poses a severe challenge for communication system design. Due to
the tirne-varying nature of the channel, transmitted signals cannot be optimized as is done for

bandlimited additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels, unless the time variation is
extremely slow and a feedback channel is available. Another dilemma is the choice of modulation
schemes. Coherent demodulation is difficult to achieve, therefore modulation

SChemes

like fre-

quency shift keying (FSK)which is not sensitive to amplitude and phase distortion are preferred
since noncoherent demodulation can be done at the receiver. On the other hand, bandwidth is a
scarce resource for wireless communications so there is strong motivation that bandwidth efficient modulation schemes such as phase shift keying (PSK)or quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) be considered, especially for narrowband communication systems. In this case either

coherent or differentidy coherent demodulation has to be used at the receiver. This imposes an
additionai task at the receiver because in order to achieve coherent demodulation, the channel has
to be measured and updated constantly during the process of reception.
Besides the multipath fading effects, signals transmitted over mobile winless channels also
suffer fmm adjacent channel interference (ACI) and CO-channelinterference (CC0 (e.g., cellular
phone with frequency reuse). The effect of AC1 can be minimized by carefully designhg the
spectrum of the transmitted signal while coding and joint detection are effective mesures to com-

bat CCI. In this study, the effects of AC1 and CC1are not considered. The following two sections
give a brief review of the detection techniques for signais subjected to the rnultipath fading
effects. Depending on the coherence banduidth? channels are classified as frequency non~lectivdselective, with dinerent detection strategies.

1 3 Detection over Frequency b!onselective Channeis
When the coherence bandwidth (ihis term is explained in Chapter 2) of the channel is very
large compared to the bandwidth of the transmitted signal, the iransmitted signal experiences fading only and the ISI can be neglected. Essentially, ail frequency compoaents of the transmitted
signal are faded in the same manner and the channel is termed "frequency nonselective". Since in
this situation the signal bandwidth is much srnalier than the coherence bandwidth of the channel,
the signals are usually referred to as "narrowband". A mathematical model for the frequency nonselective fading channel is that of a tirne-varying multiplicative process,

where r (r) is the received signai. s ( t ) is the transmitted signal, g ( t ) represents the multiplicative fading and n (t ) is the additive white Gaussian noise.
Equation (1- 1) gives the baseband model for ftequency sonselective fading channels. It can be
visualized as a baseband transmitted signal s ( t ) modulating a tirne-varying carrier g ( t ) whose
amplitude and phase are random. The modulated signal is then transmitted through an AWGN
channel. Coherent detection can be achieved if this time-varying 'karrier" g (t) c m be recovered
at the receiver. When the tirne-variation is extremely slow such that g ( t ) can be treated as a constant over a long t h e interval, its amplitude and phase can be tracked through a PLL and an automatic gain control (AGC) as is done for AWGN channels with a constant attenuation factor [57].
As the the-variation becomes faster (e.g.. mobile receivers moving at high speed), both the PLL

and AGC cannot operate satisfactorily and a relatively high irreducible e m r can be observed
[Il]. A bief review of channel tracking and coherent detection is given below.

1.3.1 Reference-Based Detection
A straightforward way to impmve the system performance in a fast tirne-varying environment

is to transmit a reference signai together with the information-bearing signal. This reference signal is known to the receiver so that an instantaneous or "on-line" chamel measurement can be
done at the receiver. This fast channel state acquisition is achieved at the price of increased bandwidth a d o r transmitting power.
The reference signal cm be sent in a f'requency division multiplexing mode (also known as
pilot tone assisted modulation-PTAM) or in a t h e division multiplexing mode (pilot symbol
assisted modulation--PSAM) with the information bearing signals. PTAM transmits a tone in the
frequency nul1 of the information signal. This tone can be recovered at the receiver through bandpass filtering. The recovered tone is essentially the g (t) in (1-1). so coherent detection can be
achieved. There are different versions of PTAM schemes (see f4]and its references). The priniary
difference between them is the positioning of the pilot tone in the frequency domain. Among them
the transparent-tone-in-band (TI2B) [49] and its variations [4] are the most successful due to their
irnmunity to ACI, fading decorrelation and filtering distortions. Fig. 1-2 shows the spectrum of

.

-

fc

Spectrum of the original signal

Spectrum of the TTIB signal

Fig. 1-2 Spectrum of the transmitted signal with TIlB

the transmitted signal with TW.A spectral nuii is created at the center (f,,the carrier frequency)
of the spectrum to accommodate the tone. This nuii is created by splitting the original signal spectrum into two overlapping parts, the lower band part A and the upper band part B. These two parts

are then shifted in opposke directions to allow a gap of width

Af. This width satisfies

where fd is the maximum Doppler frequency due to the tirne-variation of the channel.

PTAM eliminates the error flwr encountered by a conventionai receiver using P U and AGC.
But there are some problerns associated with PTAM. One is that it has increased the peak to average power ratio of the transmitted signal, which reùuces the efficiency of the power amplifier at
the transmitter and degrades the error performance of the system. Another problem is the receiver
complexity. Complicated signai processing is required to recover the spectnim of the informationbearing signal [Il].Furthemore, due to the phase ambiguity introduced in the process of spec-

tmm recovery, differential detection has to be used, thus resulting in an additionai loss of error
performance.

An alternative to PTAM is PSAM which inserts known (to the receiver) symbols periodicaiiy
into the information-bearing signals [50][62].Fig. 1-3 shows the format of a PSAM signal. If one

Fig. 1-3Format of the transmitted signal with pilot symbols, P: pilot symbol

assumes perfect symbol synchronization at the receiver the received signal during a pilot symbol
interval is known and thus the fading process g (r) during this interval can be estimated. The estimates are then interpolated for the intervening symbols. The design of the interpolator has been
discussed in [50][62][9][1].It is obvious that to obtain satisfactory channel measurement, the
pilot insertion pend has to satisfy the Nyquist sarnpling theorem, which States

where fd denotes the maximum Doppler frequency. Tp = MT, is the pilot insertion period with

T, the symbol interval. PSAM avoids the problems of FIAM.Furthemore, as one will see later,
the idea of PSAM can be easiiy incorporated into the MLSE of PSK or QAM signals to resolve
phase ambiguity.
Due to the restriction on the pilot insertion rate as stated in (1-3), PSAM becomes inefficient
for fast tirne-varying channels because a large portion of the power has to be allocated to the
transmission of pilot symbols. For example, when the maximum Doppler kquency is on the
order of one tenth of the symbol rate. one out of five transmitted symbols has to be a pilot symbol.
resulting in a 20% reduction of power efficiency. Thetefore better detection techniques are
required for faster fading channels.

Frequency nonselective fading channels typically have memory because g (r) in Eqn. (1-1) is
a process that is statistically dependent. Because of this memory better error performance cm be

achieved if the detection of the transmitted signais is based on the observation of the entire
received signal, since the full memory is utilized. Tho cornmon criteria chosen for the detection
are maximum a posteriori (MAP) symbol-by-symbol detection and MAP sequence detection.

When the transmitted sequences are equaily probable, maximum iikelihood sequence estimation
(MLSE) is equivalent to MAP sequence detection.

The first MLSE receiver for fading channels was proposeci by Morley and Snyder [5 11 using
analog signal processing methods. Assuming finite channel memory length, the receiver can be
implemented by a bank of wavefonn estimators which track the charnel in parallel accordhg to
each possible input sequence, and a processor that implements the Vîterbi algorithm [71]. However. the bank of wavefonn estimators are difiicult to implement in practice [78].

in [27], Haeb and Meyr considered MAP sequence estimation over frequency nonselective
fading channels by pmcessing a set of sufficient statistics denved fiom the reœived signal using

.

digital signal pmcessing techniques. Assume { r ,r , .. r } is the set of sufficient statistics
denved k m the received signal (the derivation of sufficient statistics from the received signal

will be discussed in Chapter 2). The MAP estimate of the transmitted sequence is given by:

where R is the set of ail possible transmitted sequences, s (i) , with cardinaiity

= Q,

i = O, 1, ...Q - 1 . P () is the conditional (a posteriori) probability of a specioc transmitted

sequence conditioned on the entire received signal. Equivalently if the transmitted sequences are
equaliy probable, one has:

i.e., the maximum likelihood (ML) sequence estimate.
In [27],(1-4) was calculated recursively for each possible transmitted sequence using Kalman
filtering to determine which sequence had the largest a posteriori probability. This receiver is
practicaily impossible because its complexity grows exponentiaily with the transmitted sequence
length. Instead of making use of the finite chanael memory length as is done in [5 11, a suboptimal
detection-estimation structure was then proposed as a practical solution.
A MLSE receiver struchue simüar to [27] has also been denved by Lodge and Moher [45] for

continuous phase modulation (CPM).Furthemore, under the finite memory length condition of
the received signal and by considering the constant amplitude property of the transmitted signal,
they gave an attractive receiver structure based on Linear prediction nItea. Sequence detection is
done using the Viterbi algorithm and its complexity grows exponentially with the signal memory
length rather than the sequence length.
Makrakis et al [48] considered the MLSE of QAM signals over Irequency nonselective channels. The subsequent receiver was implemented through a multiple symbol dinerentiai detection

(MSDD) structure with linear prediction. The same problem (MLSEof QAM signais) was also
studied by Yu and Pasupathy [79].A recciver structure simiiar to the one in [45] was developed.
The oniy difference is that each state in the Viterbi algorithm was associated with a different lin-

ear prediction filter.
The memory length of the received signal due to fading c m bc quite long (methods to h d this
length are discussed later). For narrowband communications where bandwidth efficient modulation schemes such as QAM signals with large constellations are preferred, the complexity of the
receiver will be prohibitively high.
In [72],Vitetta and Taylor presented for PSK signals a reduced-state MLSE based on the principle of per-sunrivor pnmssing [59]. nie number of staies in the Viterbi algonihm is reduced as a
trade-off between the complexity and the e m r performance. It was shown that even if the memory length is taken to be as small as one (first-order Gaussian-Markov model), the receiver stiil
yields good performance. When the number of states in the Viterùi algorithm is reduced to one
(i-e., no memory assumed). the receiver becomes the detection-estimation structure proposed by
Haeb and Meyr [27].
Another reduced-complexity receiver which allows a variable number of states during the trellis search was recently proposed in [37]. It is similar to the tree-search T-algorithm [68]. When the
signals experience deep fades, more states in the Viterbi algorithm were retained because it is
more probable at this time for the correct path to be eliminated. It was shown [37] that the average
complexity could be 75-90% less than the fuli complexity M U E , with negligible degradation in
the error performance.
MAP symbol-by-symbol detection is another optimal detection strategy. Uniike the MLSE

where decisions are made on a sequence-basis, MAP symbol-by-symbol detection makes a decision individually on each symbol. The decision. however, is aiso based on the entire received sig-

.

nd. Assume ( r l, r2, .. .rN) is the set of sufficient statistics denved from the received signal,.

the MAP estimate of the k-th symbol is given by:

,

where R is the modulation alphabet of SUR M (M-ary modulation) and i = O, 1, ...M - 1 . P ()
is the a posteriori probability of the k-th symbol.

MAP symbol-by-symbol detection of QAM signals over frequency nonselective fading channels was studied by Seymour and Fitz [67]. From (1-6) it is clear that the difficulty of this receiver

also lies in the implementation because the computational complexity grows exponentially with
the sequence length. If one appïies the nnite memory length assumption, i.e., that the present
received signal (sample) is related only to L samples before and L samples after it (L is the
memory length of the received signai), then the calculation of (1-6) c m be simplified because the
length of the received signai that needs to be considered is (2L + 1) only. When the receiver
sarnples the input signal at the symbol rate, the receiver complexity is proportional to
Compared with the MLSE receiver, the MAP symbol-by-symbol receiver is on the order of A&

'.
'

+

times more complex. In [67],a suboptimal receiver that used decision feedback in the backward
direction and a T-algorithm type sirnplined tree seacch algorithm in the forward direction was presented. This effectively brought the complexity down to the same order as that of the MLSE
receiver.
It is worth pointing out that the success of the above MLSE and MAP symbol-by-symbol aigorithms relies on whether the conditional probabilities in (1-4) and (1-6) can be detennined. In
reality, these two algorithms are most successful for Rayleigh and Rician channels where the fading processes can actually be modelled as complex Gaussian. For fading distributions other than
Gaussian, it is usually impossible to implement these two algorithms. Fortunately, if the time
interval is short enough (in the order of seconds), the distribution for most fading processes is
well approximated by Rayleigh or Rician.

1.4 Detection over Frequency Selective Charnels
For high speed communication over the radio chaanel, the multipath effact causes not only signai fading but also ISI since the delay spread becomes significant campand to the symbol interval. If one looks at the kquency domain, different frequency components of the transmitted
signal are distorted in a different manner. This happens wheu the chamel coherence bandwidth is
smaller thaa the transmitted signal bandwidth. In this case the channel is frequency selective and
the transmitted signals are considered to be "wideband". Adaptive decision feedback equalization

and memory-based detection strategies such as MLSE and MAP syrnbol-by-symbol detection are
the most powerful techniques to combat the frequency selective fading effect.

1A.1Adaptive Decision Feedback Equalization
Decision feedback equalization was originaiiy proposed for static (or the-invariant) bandlimited channels that c a w ISI [3]. It adopts a transversal filter structure and avoids the noise
enhancement effect inherent to Linear equalizers. A biock diagram of the decision feedback equalizer is shown in Fig. 1-4.

Sufficient statistics
from the received
signai

)

Feedforward
Transversal
Fiiter

Data output

n
Transversal

Fig. 1-4 Block diagram of decision-feedback equalizer

When the channel is tirne-varying, adaptive algorithms such as least mean square (LMS) or
recursive least square (RLS) algorithms can be used to update the equalizer coefficients. The
transversal filter can be replaced by a filter with a lattice structure to provide numerical stability
for the adaptive algorithm [57]. A comprehensive overview as well as the basic theory of equalization can be found in [57].
Adaptive decision feedback equalization is popular because of its simplicity and its flexibility
since. except for a training sequence at start-up, it can adjust itself to the the-varying channel
without a need for separate channel (impulse response or frequency response) m u r e m e n t . Efficient blind equalization algorithms such as the constant modulus algorithm (CM.)
1251 can also
be implemented in an adaptive manner.

One problem with the decision feedback equalization is error propagation, especidy when the
signal is in a deep fade. Another problem is that when the channel time variations are fast. a
longer trainin2 sequence is not helpful [80] and the adaptation cannot track the channel changes.

Memory-based detection techniques can avoid these problems by making use of the statistical
models of the channel.

1.4.2 MernorpBssed Detection
Memory-based detection techniques such as MLSE and MAP symbol-by-symbol detection can
be applied to frequency selective channels. As with ftequency nonselective fading charnels, the

calculation of (1-4) and (16) can be done successfuly for Rayleigh and Rician fading channels.
Since these techniques make use of the statistical model of the channel, better performance is
achieved than adaptive equalization.

MLSE over frequency selective Rayleigh fading channels was shidied by Dai and Shwedyk
[16].A vector autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model was used to describe the channel
and Kalman filtering was employed to calculate the conditional probabiiity in (1-5). The optimum

receiver was implemented using a sequentiai algorithm as well as the Viterbi algorithm under the
assumption of finite channel memory. Yu and Pasupathy 1791 addressed the same problem in a different but equivalent approach, namely the innovations-based approach. Under the finite channel
memory assumption, a bank of FIR prediction Glters replaced the Kalman filters used in [16]. The
error performance of the MLSE receivers was analyzed in [6ûJ[l6][78].
Though an exact expression for the probability of pairwise e m r event cm be derived, it does not provide much insight
into the error behavior and usuaUy cornputer simulations have to be done to evaluate the symboY
bit error performance.

MLSE achieves better performance than conventional differential detection at the price of
increased receiver complexity, which grows exponentiaily with the memory length of the received
signal. Simplified tree search algorithrns are studied in [16][61].On the other hand, when the Viterbi algorithm is used in the receiver, reduced-state Viterbi algorithms based on per-survivor processing [59][66]or with variable number of states [37]simplify the receiver significantly.
MAP symbol-by-symbol detection has also been applied to frequency selective fading chan-

nels [35]. Due to the prohibitive complexity of the receiver, especiaiiy when the frequency selec-

tivity is severe (long memory length of the received signal), not much effort has been expended
on this subject. Though MAP symbol-by-symbol detection is optimal in that it minimizes the
probability of symbol error, it is genedy believed that the difference of the bittsymbol error performance between MAP symbol-by-symbol detection and the MLSE is negiigible.

1.43 Reference-Based Detection
For fkequency selective fading chaooels, the use of the reference-based detection technique is
not as uschil as for frequeacy nonselective fading channels. Fechtel and Meyr [20]studied the
application of PSAM on frequency selective channels. To expressly obtain the channel estimate,
multiple pilot symbols need to be inserted consecutively. The number of consecutive pilot symbols depends on the t h e spread of the channel. They aiso developed channel estimation schemes
for the Rayleigh fading channels, similar to 191, using vector Wiener filtering techniques. Another
approach is that of Bejjani et al [SI who suggested the use of o?hogmal pilot sequences, explicitly Prolate Spheroidal Wave Functions (PSWF). The pilot sequence occupied the same thne and
spectnim as the transrnitted signal but the orthogonality of the PSWF allowed the pilot sequence

to be separated from the information sequence at the receiver. The immediate power loss of this
scheme was 3 dB.

1.5 Coding for Wimless Mobile Charnels
Coding plays an integral part in achieving diable communications over wireless or multipath

fading channels. Through cading the trammitter deliberately introduces redundancy into the
transmitted data sequence. This redundancy is hown to the receiver and can be utilized to aid

sequence detection. Redundancy can be introduced on a block basis and a sequence basis, resulting in block codes and tree codes (or treliis codes, such as convoh~tionalcodes and bandwidth
efficient trellis-coded modulation--TCM).
The application of coding to multipath fading channels is quite straight forward. Makrakis et al
[48] and Vitetta and Taylor [72] considered the MLSE of trellis coded signals for frequency non-

selective fading channels. Dai and Shwedyk [17] presented the MISE receiver for convolutional

codes over fkequency selective channels. The basic idea in ail the above work is that by assuming
the received signal has finite memory length, a finite state machine model that includes both the
memory of the channel and the memory introduced by coding can be derived. MLSE can then be
done using the Viterbi algorithm. For a block code, MLSE can be done in a similar manner by
using a treliis structure or a finite state machine model to reprisent the block codes.
For fast fading charnels the above detection strategy is quite successhil, because the error pattern tends to be random therefore codes with short memory length suffice. For very slow fading
channels, powerfid codes that c m correct long burst of errors have to be used in order to achieve
good performance. This is quite inefficient and also results in a very complex receiver structure.

To use short memory length random emî-correctingcodes for multipath fading environments and
still achieve improved e m r performance, interleaving/deinterleaving is always employed.
Fig. 1-5 shows the structure of a block interleaver. The coded sequence is read into the array

data read out to modulator column-by-column. from right to lefi

coded data shified in row-by-row

-+
-+
+

from top to bottom

Fig. 1-5The sitructure of a block interleaver, each small block can be visualized
as storage units for coded bits/symbols

row-by-row while the content of the array is then read out column-by-columa and then sent
through the chaaael. The inverse operation (deinterleaving)is done at the receiver. When the size
of the interleaver at the transmitter is sufficientiy large, successive coded symbols at the output of
the deintedeaver are distorted almost independently by the channel. Therefore the channel acts

like a memoryless channel and is weil suited to random error-correctingcodes.
Anothet practical method to obtain independentiy faded signals is diversity. The idea of diversity is quite simple. If one supplies to the receiver several replicas of the same signal through
independent fading channels, it is highiy unlikely that a l l the signals are in deep fade at the same
tirne. Therefore the receiver can use the received signal that is least faded (selection diversity) or
combine ail the received signals with different weighthg (e.g., signals that are Lightly faded
receive more weighting - diversity combining) to make the decision. There are numerous ways to
achieve diversity. Frequency diversity and time diversity make use of the fact that the coherence
bandwidth and coherence time of the channels are iimited. nius the same signal is sent either on
diHerent carriers or in different tirne slots, with a spacing that is sufficientiy far apart. Space diversity can be achieved by employing multiple antennas that are at different locations. A separation
of 10 wavelengths is usually required to achieve independent fading [57].
Diversity cm be interpreted as a repetition code with ideal interleaving. On the other hand,
coding with interleaving achieves time diversity because the coded sequence is distorted by the
channel almost independently. Optimum detection techniques such as MLSE and MAP symbolby-symbol detection cm be easily generalized to include the diversity effect [15][67]. For coded
signals with interleaving, by treating the interleaver as an integral part of the encoder, MLSE or
MAP syrnbol-by-symbol detection can be implemented theoretically. Recall that the receiver

complexity of MLSE or symbol-by-symbol MAP grows exponentially with the memory length of
the received signal, and that the function of an interleaver is to increase the memory length of the
code. Directly applying MLSE or MAP symbol-by-symbol detection results in an unacceptably
high receiver complexity, even with a small interleaver size.
Since unifjing the memory of the channel and the codes does not give a practicd solution for
coded signals with interleaving, instead of solving the problem of detectioddecoding in one step,
an alternative is to decompose the problem. Fig. 1-6 shows a suboptimal two-stage receiver structure. The first stage tries to compensate for the multipath fading effect intraduced by the channel.
It does not explore the structure of coding but leaves this to the second stage.

The output from the f h t stage could be in the form of 'hard" decisions or "soft" decisions.
When producing these decisions, the first stage assumes the transmitted sequence is equaily Iikely
to be chosen from the set of ail possible sequences. Depending on the output format h m ihis
stage, the second stage makes hard-decision decoding or soft-decision decoding. Hard decisions

Multipath fading
compensation

first stage

Deinterleaving

(soft- or hard-decision)

second stage

Fig. 1-6Suboptimal two-stage receiver structure
from the fint stage are basically a preliminary decision on the interleaved coded sequence. Since
this stage assumes the sequence to be uncoded al1 the techniques discussed in 1.3 and 1.4 can be
used without modifications. In this case, the second stage is just the conventional hard-decision
decoder.
It is a well-known fact that soft-decision decoding achieves more coding gain than hard-decision decoding. When the MAP symbol-by-symbol detection or MLSE [29] with soft output Viterbi algorithm (SOVA) is used in the first stage, it is capable of outputting "sofî" decisions in the
form of a posterion probabilities of the symbols or the probability that the decided symbol is
incorrect. These "soft" decisions can be easily incorporated into the decoding metric in the second
stage for a soft-decision decoding 1461. This type of two-stage receiver stnictuxe was studied in
[341[231*
For frequency nonselective channels, soft-decision decoding cm aiso be done if the channel
estimate is available. In this case the task for the first stage is to generate the channel estimate for
use in the second stage. In [SOI, Moher and Lodge used the received signal during the pilot symbol intervals to interpolate the channel. Irvine and McLane 1361 recognized that the channel estimate could be improved if a fraction of the data sequence is also included in estimating the
channel. They proposed a receiver that first generated the estimate of the data sequence based on
the channel estimates from pilot symbols and then applied a smwthing 6lter to obtain the channel
estimate b a s 4 on the catire rzquence.

In [40], Kam and Ching discussed optimum channel estimation for the Rayleigh fading chmnel. It was concluded that the MAP estimation of the channel was not practically implementable.

Instead, a suboptimal method was used where a preliminary decision on the interleaved coded
data sequence was made using a deiection-estimation structure. The prelimiriq decisions were
then used to obtain the channel estimate through optimal linear filtering. The same receiver struc-

ture (preliminary decirion followed by channel estimation) was adopted in [72]. The clifference is
that a reduced-state MLSE is used to generate the preliminary decisions. Compared with the soft
decision decoding that uses the a posteriori probabilities, the above soft- decision decoding
scheme is computationaiiy simpler and requires less storage.

1.6 Objective of This Research
Most practical multipath fading channels fit into the model of Rayleigh or Rician fading. Rayleigh fading is a special case of iücian fading where no tued signal component is present, hence it
represents the worst case of multipath fading. For Rayleigh fading charnels, detection techniques
such as MLSE and MAP symbol-by-symbol detection that are based on the statistical modeilhg

of the channel can be appiied. The first objective of this study is to examine and solve some problems associated with MLSE for frequency nonselective channels. These problems include deter-

mining the memory length of the received signal and complexity reduction for QAM signals.
As an effective way to achieve diable communication, coding is always applied for signalhg
over multipath fading channels. Joint detectionldecoding c m be done in a straightforward way
when interleaving is not applied [72][17]. The second objective is to investigate the possibility of
joint detectionldecoding for coded signals with interleaving, for both frequency nonselective and
selective Rayleigh fading channels.
A general mode1 for a time-varying channel is the finite state Markov channel (FSMC)model
[74][26]. In fact, a lot of channel model fitting in the lab was done using Markov models [69][32].

The FMSC is usuaiiy described by a finite space and a set of transition probabilities. As the last
objective of this study, sequence detection and channel estimation over the ftequency nonselective FSMC are studied.

1.7 Outhe of the Thesis
In Chapter 2, the wide sense stationary uncodated scattering (WSSUS)channel model is

reviewed. It is a widely used model for wireless mobile channels and leads to mathematicaüy
tractable optimum receivers such as MLSE or symbol-by-symbol MAP receivers. As the basis for
the rest of the thesis, receiver front-end processing methods to obtain sufficient statistics for
sequence detection are also discussed in this chapter.
Chapter 3 tries to solve some problems associateci with the MLSE for frequency nonselective
Rayleigh fading chanwls. A simple method based on the Kuiiback-Liebler function 1141to determine the channel memoly length of the fading is proposeci. MLSE for QAM signals has the additional computational complexity of designing and updating the prediction 6iters. In this chapter,
adaptive MLSE is used to reduce the receiver complexity for QAM signals.
MLSE of coded signals with interleaving is difficult to implement in practice due to the long
memory introduced by interleaving. Chapter 4 examines the suboptimal two-stage receiver stmcture. An iterative receiver structure is proposed to implement joint detectioddecoding and

irnprove the performance of the receiver.
Chapter 5 is devoted to sequence detection and channel state estimation over finite state
Markov channels. The channel model is first introduced. It is a useful model for channels with
non-Gaussian distribution. Both ML sequence detection, MAP channel estimation and joint MAP
sequence detection and channel state estimation receivers are derived. Since FSMC is used to

model the actual time-varying channel. the performance of the receiver on actud multipath fading
channels is also studied.
Conclusions and recommendations for funire study are given in Chapter 6.

Chapter 2
Signalling Over Wireless Mobile Channels

The goal of this thesis is to design receivers that can effectively combat the distortion introduced by the mobile wireless channel. Robust receiver design depends on the proper characterization of the propagation channel. In this chapter, the effect of the wireless mobile channel on the
transmitted signals is examined. It is wel1 known that for linear time-invariant systems an effective way to characterize the channel is to speciQ the impulse response. For the wireless mobile
channel this characterization is somewhat difficult because the channel varies with time in a random manner. A better way to deal with this situation is to treat the channel impulse response as a
random process. Statistics (distribution, correlation function, etc.) of the random process are then
used to characterize the channel. This characterization is described fint in this chapter.
After establishing the appropriate channel model(s), receiver front-end processing is
addressed. The processing serves to obtain the sufficient statistics for the sequence detection and
decoding of the later stages. This chapter serves as the background for the rest of the thesis.

2.1 Effects of Wireless Mobile Channels on Transmitted Signals
Wireless mobile communications are characterized by multipath propagation. As shown in
Fig. 2.1, the signal h m the transmitter is reflected and scattered by objects such as buildings,

roads, cars and even trees on its way to the receiver. Thus the same signal arrives at the receiver
through different paths of different delay (ri (t) ), frequency shift and attenuation (ai
(t) ). This
multipath propagation phenornenon causes signal fading and intersymbol interference (ISI) at the

Fig. 2-1 Wireless mobile communication environment

Fig. 2-2 A simple two-ray m d e l with a single reflector

receiver. The distortions can be easily illustrated by a simple hwo-ray model, as shown in Fig. 2-2.

In Fig. 2-2, the signal from the transmitter arrives at the receiver via a direct path and a
reflected path. For now assume the reflection is lossless and has a delay of T relative to the direct
path. Nso assume the information sequence is transrnitted through the channel by modulating a
carrier with frequency f, . If the path delay r causes a 18o0 phase shift of the carrier of the signal
travelling through the reflected path, then at the receiver the signals from the two paths will
alrnost cancel each other and the signal is in deep fade. Therefore signal fading accounts for the
multipath propagation effects on the carrier. For high speed communication systems, information
bits or symbols are represented by very narrow pulses (with width T,). If the delay
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of the

reflected path is comparable to or larger than T,,intersymbol interference will also occur.
Practical situations (Fig. 2-1) are more corcplicated than the above two-ray model. There are
more paths of different delays and attenuations, so the degree of signal fading and intersymbol
interference at the receiver varies and depends on the physical propagation environment. Moreover, the physical environment also changes unpredictably with t h e . A typicd example is when
both transmitter and receiver are mobile. Then relative to the propagation paths, they are moving
objects and therefore the signal fading and ISI change in a random manner with t h e . In practice,
the c h e r frequency is always chosen so that 2irfCzi(t)

»

1 , so the phase change due to the mul-

tipath is almost uniformly distributed in ( 0 , 2 x ] . Therefore signal fading is expected for any
carrier modulated signds over mobile radio channels.
The presence of intersymbol interference depends on the signailhg rate and the path delays of
the charme1 (consider the dinct path to have zero delay). For example, the typicai mis path delay
~ ~urban areas, 0 . 5 ~ sfor
values (defined later in this section) for wireless channels are 2 . 5 for

surburban areas and 0 . 3 ~ sfor rural areas [77]. With a data rate of 8Ksymbolslsecond, as is typical for satellite communications, if a Nyquist pulse with a raised cosine specrnim is used, the
main lobe of the pulse has a width of 250ps. In this siiuation. intersymbol interference due to
multipath effect can be neglected. However if one considers the proposed GA-HDTV terrestrial
transmission standard which has a data rate of around 6 Msymboldsecond, then the pulse width is
~ .
ISI will be observed in any of the above areas.
in the neighbourhood of 0 . 5 ~ Significant

The above discussion gives a qualitative description of the wireless chamel. For a quantitative
description, assume a linear system mode1 for the channel and thus, as usual, the channel mathematically is characterized by its impulse response. Since mobile wireless channel varies with tirne
in a random manner, its impulse response is essentially a random process. In this situation statistics such as mean, correlation,joint distribution, etc. can be used to characterize the random channe1 impulse response.

Let c (t, r) be the channel impulse response (in baseband it is usually complex) at time t due
to the impulse applied at time t - 2. The first-order statistics of c (t, r) is characterized by its
amplitude and phase distributions. The phase distribution is usually modelled as unifom over
(O, 2 x 1. The amplitude has been modelled by Rayleigh, Rician or lognormal (sometimes the

Nagakami distribution [52] is used) distributions, depending on whether there is a specular (or
direct) component in the transmission and /or whether this specular component is changing with
thne. Wireless channels are usually narned after thek amplitude distributions. The Rayleigh fading channel is one where the transmission is entirely due to scatterers, i.e., there is no specular
component in the received signal. It is considered to be the worst of a i l the wkless channels. Various descriptions of the Rayleigh fading channel are discussed next. They are primarily taken
from [57].
Since for a Rayleigh fading channel, c (t, ?) is a zero-mean complex Gaussian process. It is
completely specified by its second order statistics. Thus, the second-order statistics are discussed

for Rayleigh fading channels under the assumption of wide-sense-stationarity (WSS)and uncorrelated scattering (US).
Under t

k

WSS and US conditions, the correlation function of the impulse response is given

by:

1

where 9- (At, r,) = - E {c* ( r , 51) c ( t + At, 7 , ) ) ,where E is the expectation operator.
2
@

(O,T ) is calied the delay power proJle. It gives the average power of the impulse response

at delay T , (assume the smallest path delay is zero). A typical

+, (0, 7 , )

Tt

is shown in Fig. 2-3.

(seconds)

Fig. 2-3A typical delay power profile

Since O, (0, Tl) is always nonnegative, after normalization by

r+c
O

(O, r , ) dr ,it can be visual-

ized to be a probability density hinction. The mean and standard deviation (nns delay spread) of
the "random variable"

T,

are given by:

=rm

can be used as a measure of the severeness of the iatersymbol interference. If T, B 7,

,

where T, is the effective symbol interval that is used to transmit the data biWsymbols, then the
intersymbol interference due to multipath delay is almost negligible, or equivakntly one can
wrk:

tpC (O,

r J = 6 (?,)

.

An equivalent statement can also be made in the fkequency domain. Let

(An be the Fou-

rier transform of @, (0, 7,) . If @= (AB is approximately a nonzero constant over the fkquency
band occupied by the signal, or in other words, if the bandwidth of the signal is much smaller than

the bandwidth over which

(An does not change significantly (coherencebandwidth), then the

channel acts like an ail-pass filter with a time-varying gain. This gain (or attenuation) affects the
signal uniformiy in the entire bandwidth. In this case the channel is tenned "@quency nonselective" and the signals are usually considered "narmwbanâ". On the other hand, if

aC(An

changes significantly within the band occupied by the signal. it acts as a tirne-varying filter with a
nonideal frequency response and therefore intersymbol interference wiii occu. These types of
channels are calledfrequency selective channels and the signals are considered "wideband ".
The tirne-variation of the channel impulse response is also characterized by

@c (At, r , )

,but it

is simpler to look at its two dimensional Fourier transform:

Sc (A,O) is called the Doppler power spectnun of the channel. It reflects the bandwidth

expansion when a single tone is transrnitted over the time-varying channel. A widely accepted

Sc (A, 0) for mobile communication channels is given by the Jakes-Clarke model [38]:

otherwise
where fd is the maximum Doppler fkequency (shown in Fig. 2-4). This spectnun is not practicaliy

Fig. 2-4 Doppler power spectrum for mobile charnels

attainable because it requires infinitely many scatterers. However, when the number of scatterers
are reasonably large, this model is a good and mathematicaily tractable approximation.
With isotropic scattering and an omnidirectional antenna, fd is giveu by:

where c is the speed of light, f, is the carrier frequency and v is the relative speed between
mobile transmitter and receiver.

The range of h. over which Sc (A, O) is essentially nonzero defines the Doppler spread ( B d )

of the channel. The reciprocal of B d , defined as:

is calied the coherence rime of the channel. It gives a measun for the channel time-variation. For

.,

example, within a thne interval that is much smaller than ( A t ) the channel can be considered to

be time-invariant.

2.2 Front-End Processing at the Receiver
With the channel modelled as a linear time-varying filter, a mathematical model (baseband) for

signalling over wireless mobile channels is given in Fig. 2-5. Linear modulation at the transmitter

Fig. 2-5 Mathematical model for signalling over mobile radio channels

is assumed. where { a* k = 1,2,
iCPi

a, E { a i e ,i = 1,2,
2

...,M )

...,N} represents the transmitted symbol sequence. the alphabet
is M-ary QAM, f (t) is the impulse response of the shaping fil-

V ( t ) 1 dt = 1 and n ( t ) represents the additive white Gaussian noise. The received

ter with
-00

signal is given by:

For frequency nonselective channels, (2-8)
c ( t , r ) = c(t,O)s(r)

can be simplifiecl by noting that

.Defhingg(t) = c(t,O),one has:

for frequency nonselective charnels. The chamel distorts the signal through a multiplicative
time-varying gain g (t). If c (t, r) has a Rayleigh distributed amplitude. then g (t) is complex
Gaussian.
Detecting the transmitted sequence directly from the received signal r (t) resuits in a complicated receiver structure [5 11. A front-end processor is usualîy placed at the input of the receiver to
derive a set of sufficient statistics [78]. This set of sufficient statistics represents the same information about the transmitted sequence as r (t) but aliows for simpter processing in the later
stages. One method to obtain the sufficient statistics is to use Nyquist sampling. If both c ( t , 7 )
and f (t) are bandlimited, then

6

c (t, t)s (t - z) d~ is also bandlimited [15]. The sufficient sta-

tistics can be obtained by bandlimiting the received signal and sampling at the Nyquist sampling
rate as shown in Fig. 2-6.

Fig. 2-6 Front-end pmcessing using Nyquist sampling
In this thesis, another front-end processing called matched-filtering is considered. This
processing strategy provides sufficient statistics if the channel varies slowly with time such that

within at least one pulse interval (of f (t) ) it can be considered to be time-invariant. The sIow
tirne-varying condition is usuaily satisfied by present mobile communication systems which operaie at a carrier frequency below 2GHz. Front-end processing ushg matched-filtering is discussed
next for both frequency nonselective and frequency selective channels.
Frequency Nonselective Channels: Under the slow tirne-varying condition, (2-9) can be writ-

ten as:

where the channel is considered to be constant over the pulse interval ( [Tl, Tu]as given below)
that represents one symbol. For narrowband signalling, f (t) is chosen so that the Nyquist crite-

rion for zero-ISI is satisfied after the matched filtering [57].
The sufficient statistics 1781 for sequence detection are obtained at the output of the matched

fiiter:

where [ Tl, Tu]is the interval over which f (t - kTs) is essentially non-zero. (2- 11) can be r d ized by passing r (t) through a filter with impulse response P (-t) and sampling the filter out-

put at the rate 1/ T,. This gives:

where (nt) are statistically independent Gaussian samples. Equation (2- 12) suggests an equivalent discrete mode1 for signding over frequency nonselective channels as shown in Fig. 2-7.

Fig. 2-7 Discrete model for frequency nonselective channels
Frequency Selective Channels: Similarly to (2- IO), the received signal is given by:
r(t) =

Sufficient statistics can be obtained from (2-13) through a whitened matched filter as is done
for static ISI channels because under the slow time-varyiag condition c ( t , r) is time-invariant
within at least one symbol interval. But compared with the matched filtering method for frequency nonselective channels there are two difficulties. The first difficulty is that the whitened
matched filter depends on the channel impulse response, thecefore the channel has to be measured

and updated because over the entire transmissicin it is time-varying. The other difficulty is that
even if accurate channel tracking is possible. the resultant discrete tapped delay line model has
coefficients that are not necessarily Gaussian. In this case, optimum detection strategies such as

MLSE and symbol-by-symbol M A P that are based on statistical modeliing of the channel cannot
be implemented.

However, for a special class of channels where the channel is a T,-spaced tapped delay line
model. sufficient statistics can be obtained by yassing r ( t ) through a filtcr matched to f ( t ) with
the output sampled at the symbol rate [7). f (t) is chosen according to the Nyquist cntenon for

zero ISI.In this case. the sufficient statistics are given by:

where RI() is the autocorrelation function of f ( t ) .

Let g L k - i =

tc(kT') Rf( ( k - i ) T , - r ) k (2-14)becomes:

Fuaher assume that c ( t , r) is causal with a finite number (e-g., L+1) of taps. Then (2-15)
becomes:

or equivalently:

The equivalent discrete model due to (2-17) is show. in Fig. 2-8.

Fig. 2-8 Discrete model for a class of frequency selective channels

2.3 Summary
This chapter discussed the effect of the wireless mobiie chanael on the transrnitted sipals.
Due to multipath propagztion, signals suffer h m fading and intersymbol interference. The channe1 can be considered linear t h e - v q i n g with its impulse response a mdom process. In this
chapter the statistical model for Rayleigh fading channels was established under the assumption
of wide-sense stationarity and uncorrelated scattering. Receiver fiont-end processing was also
discussed. As wiU be seen in the next two chapters, this channel modelling and front-end processing are usehl for channels with complex Gaussian distribution (Rayleigh or Rician chatmel) and
lead to the optimum ( M U E or symbol-by-symbol MAP) receiver design.
An approximate description of general time-varying channels with non-Gaussian distribution,

namely the finite state Markov channel (FSMC)model, and the corresponding receiver design
will be discussed in Chapter 5.

Chapter 3
M M E of QAM Signals over Frequency Nonselective
Rayleigh Fading Channels
Quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is a practical bandwidth-efficient combined amplitude and phase modulation xheme for microwave 1531 and mobile communications [33]. It is
also the building block for higher dimensional modulation schemes such as the four-dimensional
trelliscoded modulation schemes [7].In this chapter, the MLSE receiver for general QAM signais over frequency nonselective Rayleigh fading channels is derived fint. Channel coding is not

considered in this chapter. Under the assumption of finite memory length of the received signal,
this MLSE receiver can be realized using a b a k of prediction filters and a processor that implements the Viterbi algorithm (VA). A method to determine the memory length of the received signal is proposed. For uncoded signals, this memory length is determined by the fading pmcess, the
sequence in consideration and the additive white noise level. For received signals with a long
memory length, the complexity of the MLSE receiver could be very high, especially for large
constellations such as 16- or 64-QAM signals. In this case, not only the number of States in the
VA is large, the prediction tilter design also becomes computationaliy intensive because each state
in the VA requises a different prediction filter. Simplificationof this receiver using a reduced-suite
Viterbi Algorithm and adaptive prediction filters is then discussed.

3.1 The MLSE Receiver
The MLSE receiver for generai QAM signals over frequency nonsclective Rayleigh fading

33

channels is derived in this section. In doing so, the discrete channel mode1 show in Fig 2-7 is
used. With this mode1 the sufficient statistics for the sequence estimation are given by:

k = O, 1, ...N - i ,when N is the length of the transmitted sequence. gk and nk represent the
complex Gaussian fading pmcess (with known correlation function) and the white Gaussian
noise, respectively and sk =
consideration.

For

si (k) = [si.&, sj,

akéhis the transmitted data symbol from the QAMalphabet under

notational

convenience,

dehe

r (k) = r , r ,

..r ,

and

- ,,. ..si*J. They represent the sequences of received signal and the j -th p s i -

ble transmitted signal from the beginning up to time

R = {si(N).j = I , 2 ,

kT'.

respectively. Further let

...d
be the set of all possible transmitted sequences for the M-ary

QAM. When coding is not applied the h f sequences are equally probable. Also define
r(k,L) =

[ik-19rk-2>.-rk-Ll

and s ( k , L ) = [s&-19sk-29***Sk-L]
as the irnmediate past

sequence segments of length L . With this notation, the maximum likelihood sequence estimate is
given by:

where p ( ) is the likelihood function or the probability density function of the sufficient statistics
conditioned on the transmitted sequence. For Rayleigh fading channels, this conditional probability density function is Gaussian.

To obtain the optimum sequence estimate. the iikelihood function in (3-2)has to be evaluated
for each possible transmitted sequence. This receiver has a computational complexity that grows
exponentially with the length of the sequence. This problem, however, c m be circumvented by
making use of the fact that practical signals have a finite memory length. For a random process
(e.g., the sufficient statistics derived from the received signal), the finite memory length condition

can be expressed as:

where

L n k - 1 defines the memory length of the random process.

Using the condition in (3-3), the likelihood function cm be calculated as follows:

and

The third step of (3-4) cornes from the fact that the symbol sequence is uncoded and statisticaiiy independent of both the fading process and the additive white Gaussian noise. The last step

is due to the finite memory length condition.

Equation (3-4) (or (3-5)) suggests a finite state machine mode1 with the past L symbols
(si

(k, L) ) as the state. Therefore the search for the optimum sequence cm be done using the

Viterbi algorithm. For M-ary QAM signals. the number of states is
S T ~ ,i = l , î,...ML).

(denoted by

The branch metric for the trellis search is given by the log conditional probability density function given in (3-5). For Rayleigh fading charnels, this conditional probability density hinction is
Gaussian with mean and variance given by (see AppendU 1for detail):
m

'k-m

s j ( S L)
m=l

'j, k-m

-

where RO is the comlation of the fading process and N o is the double-sided power spectral den2
sity (PSD)of the white Gaussian noise.

..L) is the set of prediction coefficients associateâ with the segment

{ Cj(m,k) ,m = I , 2 , .

of data sequence si (k,L),or equivaiently, one state in the trellis. It cm be determined by solving
the Yule-Walker equations [54]:

It is obvious from (3-8) that the prediction coefficients depend on the specific state in the VA
and the white Gaussian noise level. For general M-ary QAM signais, at a fixed additive white
noise level,
1

i
d sets of Yule-Walker equations have to be solved, one for each state in the VA.

The MLSE receiver strucm based on (3-5)-(3-7) using the VA is shown in Fig. 3-1. Sk is the set

of aii M possible symbols in the modulation aiphabet.

1
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-
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A

Fig. 3-1MLSE receiver stnicture for QAM signais based on prediction filten

3.2 Determining the Memory Length of the Received Signal
From the discussion in 3.1 it becomes obvious that the memory length of the received signal is
the key factor that results in a MLSE receiver that is computatiooally feasible. The computational
complexity of this receiver incnases linearly with the sequence length and exponentiaily with the
memory length of the received signal (proportional to

with M-ary modulation). A trial and

error method has been used in [48][78] to find the proper L. h [47], the authon pointed out since
the PSD totally determines the statistics of a zero-mean Gaussian pmess, L can be determined by

matching the squared amplitude frequency respow ((H
(n l2 ) of an ail-pole filter to the PSD of
the received signal conditioned on each transmitted sequence. Equivalently, an autoregressive
(AR) model fit can be done to h d the AR model of minimum order that generates a coloured

Gaussian pmcess from a white Gaussian process input such that the statistics of the coloured
Gaussian process best match that of the received signal. The order of the AR model indicates the
memory length of the received signal. This is m e , however, for a Gaussian random pmcess only
(For non-Gaussian process, AR model still gives good indication of the memory length, though an
exact statement regarding this length cannot be made).

in this section, a measure for the memory length of a general random process is proposed.
When it is applied to the Gaussian random process, a very simple formula is obtained.
Consider a discrete random process { ...,x,,, x,, - ],..., xl, xp x-,, x-~,...) . If the following
condition holds for the conditional probability density function:

for al1 n and some L ,then the memory length of the random process is L . If L = O. the random
process is statisticaiiy independent from sample to sample while L = I gives a h t order
Markov process. Though a general random process could have L as large as infinity, for practical
pwposes Equation (3-9) becomes valid for a finite value of L. In this case, the random process
has memory length L or equivalentiy one considers it to be a L -th order Markov pmcess. There-

fore to detennine the memory length of the random process is to find the L such that the conditional probability density function does not bbchange"significantly as L increases.
One measure of this "change" is the Kullback-Liebler function that measures the "distance"
between two probability density functions [14]. Since the left hand side (LHS)of Equation (3-9)
is not available in al1 situations, one can equivalently look at the "distance" between

Manipulation of the expression in the bracket yields:

-

(3- 11) is essentially the mutual information between the present sample and the L 1 sarnples
pnor to the immediate previous sampk, conditioned on the imrnediate previous sample. N o n d izing this value by the unconditional mutual information I (xn;xn- .xn - 2.. ..xn - L) ,one obtains
the discrepancy measure between the first order and the L-thsrder conditional probability density
functions of a random process:

Using the identity:

The above equation has the interpretation of the relative memory loss due to the assumption
that the process is first order Markovian compared to approximating the process by an L -th-order
Markov process. In practice, D approaches some constant as L increases.

For a zero-mean (this condition is not necessary, but is adopted hem for convenience) Gaussian

random pnxess, the joint probability density function is given by:

whem

3 = (xn.xn- ,...,x,) , T denotes the matrix transpose and Kn is the n x n covariance

matrix. The mutual information terms in (3-14) can now be calculated:

2

where h() is the differential entropy and a is the variance of the Gaussian random process.
Therefore,

Next D is evaluated for some typical mobile channels. The first example considers practical

HF and mobile communication channels. The results obrained here are usefiil to detemine the
order of a FSMC model (wiii be discussed in Chapter 5) when it is used to model the actual fading
process.
The power spectral density (PSD) of the Gaussian raadom pmcess is usually in the fom of a
rationai function for HF channels and an irrational function for mobile channels [39]:

where f,is the maximum Doppler frequency. The comsponduig correlation functions are:

sin

(2k-l)x
2n

for HF channels, and

for land-mobile channels. JO() is the zero-th order Bessel function of the first kind.

D is evaluated for (3-20) and (3-21), where 7 = kT,, k = 1.2,

... and T, is the sampüng

interval. Results are shown in Fig. 3-2 and Fig. 3-3 for normalized Doppler frequencies (fdTs)of
0.1 and 0.01. which represent a fast and a slow fading channel, respectively. It is obvious h m the

graphs that the first order Markovian assumption is not valid for the land mobile channel because
for both the fast and the slow fading channels the "loss" in information compared with the second
order Markovian assumption is more than 50%. This loss increases to 85% when compared with
the fifth order Markovian assumption. Beyond L = 5, D increases very slowly therefore the
practical memory length can be considered to be 5.
For HF channels, the first order Markovian assumption holds for the f m t order Butterworih
spectmm (Equation (3-18) with n= 1) because this process is essentially the Gaussian-Markov
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process (it can be generated by passing a white Gaussian process through a one-pole fiiter). As
expected, D plateau when the Markov order assumption is the same as the order of the Butterworth spectnim.
For the second example, a Gaussian pmcess which is the sum of coloured (representing fading)
and white (representing additive noise) Gaussian processes is considend. This corresponds to a
received signal due to the transmission of constant amplitude signals over a frequency nonselective fading channel. As discussed in 3.1, the memory kngth of this summed Gaussian process

determines the complexity of the MLSE receiver. The evaluation of D is done for two different
power ratios of the coloured process to the white one (CWR). This ratio is essentially the average
signal to noise ratio at the receiver.
Figs. 3-4 and 3-5 show the results for land mobile channels. Compared with Figs. 3-2 and 3-3,
the addition of the white Gaussian process component decreases the length of dependence
("dilutes" the colour) of the coloured process. This is paaicularly noticciib~efor a CWR of 10dB,
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Fig. 3 4 D for summed Gaussian processes. fast fading land mobile channel
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Fig. 3-5 D for summed Gaussian processes, slow fading land mobile channei
CWR is the power ratio of the coloured process to the white one

where for the fast and slow fading channels the memory length is about 3.
For QAM signals over frequency nonselective Rayleigh fading charnels, similar resuits to that
of Figs. 3-4 and 3-5 can be obtained h m (3- 17). However, the matrices K2, KL- and KL now
depend on the transmitted data sequence in addition to the fading process and the average signal
to noise ratio. In this situation, the maximum L should be chosen in the MLSE receiver design.

This L corresponds to the transmitted sequence when each symbol bas the largest amplitude since
the coloured process is given more weight dative to the white Gaussian noise.

3 3 Reduced Complexity MLSE Using Adaptive Prediction Filters
For Rayleigh fading channels, the conditionai probability density function in (3-5) is Gaussian.

The metric of the VA can be written as:

where L is chosen according to the measure dimissed in 3.2. The sequence si ( N ) that gives the
smailest value of (3-22) is the maximum iikeiihood (ML) sequence estimate.

The above MLSE receiver has a computational complexity that grows exponentiaily with the
memory length of the rwxived signal. As just discussed that the memory length of the received
signal could be as large as 4 for mobile radio chmels. When M-ary PSK or QAM signals are
4

transmitted, the VA has a computational complexity that is proportional to M

. This becornes

unacceptable even for medium size constellations (e.g., M 2 8). The receiver has an additional
computational burden when QAM signals are transmitted since up to M~ sets of Yule-Walker
equations have to be solved to obtain the coefficients of the prediction filters (For 16-QAM, this is
65536 equations). These sets of coefficients have to be stored in the receiver and updated as the

channel conditions (e.g., fading rate and white Gaussian noise level) change (Assume 10 bit for
each coefficient, 16-QAM requires 2.6 Mbs storage). For constant amplitude signalling, prediction filter design is not a problem because it is the same for aii the states.
The complexity of the VA can be reduced using the reduced-state MLSE based on per-swivor

processing 1721. For uncoded signalling over frequency nonselective fading channels, this is done
by taking the memory length of the received signai to be L' < L . With this assumption, the

number of states in the VA dropû to AdL' (which means

survivors after each metric update).

Results in [72] showed that this L' can be as srnail as one with a degradation in error performance
that is still insignificant.
It is natural to think that with the reduced-state MLSE, the prediction filter order can be
reduced to L' accordingly. Simulation results given in the next section show that this is not me.
As a matter of fact, decreasing the prediction order bas a much more significant influence on the
error performance than decreasing the nurnber of states in the VA, even if tbc number of states in
the trellis is not reduced. The reason is because reduced-state MLSE searches a subset of ail the

msmitted sequences. For medium to high signal to noise ratios, the metric (3-22) associated
with the maximum likelihood sequence is usually much smaller than that of the other sequences.

Therefore the probability that this sequence is excluded h m the subset is very small. If one interprets

msj (kL)

from the prediction filter (see Fig. 3-1) as the estimate and C

T ~ ~ as
( ~an

index of

uncertainty of this estimate, then reducing the prediction filter order resuits in a less accurate estimate which is reflected by an increase in the uncertainty index. With a reduced prediction order,
the metric in (3-22) becomes less accurate. Thus the error shail accumulate so that the tme ML
sequence is much more iikely to be eliminated fmm the search. Therefore, in case of a reducedstate MISE receiver where the number of States are reduced by postuiating a shorter memory
leri&+, the prediction filter order shouid be kept unchanged.

In fact, the prediction filter order is usually chosen to be larger than the memory length of the

received signal. This is because when uncoded PSK or QAM signals are traasmitted thmugh
tirne-varying channels. pilot symbols are usually inserted periodicaily into the data sequence at
the &ansmitter to solve the phase ambiguity associated with the MLSE receiver (without pilot
sequence, the ML sequence esthate is not unique [13]). In this situation. a prediction filter order
larger than L is usually used to include as many pilot symbols as necessary and possible. h ali
cases where the prediction filter has an order larger than L', its output is based on the survivor
rathei- than each state in the VA.
Since the predictim filter order should not be reduced, and possibly might be increased, the

complexity for deriving the prediction filtea for QAM signals remains unsolved. On top of this.
for mobile communications. the channel is essentially nonstatioriary over a relatively long observatkn interval, Le., it cannot be descnbed by a fixed WSSUS mode1 over a long period of tirne.
Therefore the prediction filtea have to be redesigned as swn as the charnel statistics changes.
For Rayleigh fading channels, this would be done on the updated channel correlation functions.

In view of the above problems. adaptive prediction 6iters become a naturai choice. Fig. 3-6
shows the receiver structure of a reduced-state MLSE using adaptive prediction filtea. The prediction is done on a swivorbasis ( SVl

- SV#

). The mean square prerliction error is assumed

to be the same for all survivon so it can be dropped from the metric in (3-22). This approximation
has minor influence on the error perfbmance of the receiver with the constellation chosen in this
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Fig. 3-6 Reduced-state MLSE receiver with adaptive prediction 61ters

thesis.
The error performance of the reduced-state MLSE receiver using adaptive prediction filters is
evaluated through cornputer simulations. The information sequence (binary) has a length of 2 million bits and the SNR range is 1 0 4 dB. To avoid phase ambipity. differential encoding is
employed at the transmitter. The differential QAM OQAM) signai set considered here is the 16
star QAM proposed by Webb, et al. [75]. The constellation and the mapping h m bits to symbols
are given in Fig. 3-7 and Table 3-1, respectiveIy. It consists of two 8-PSKconstellations with dif-

ferent amplitudes (aHand aL,respectively). The ratio

= aH/aLis an important parameter in

determining the emor performance. It has been shown [ 121 that

= 2.0 gives the best e m r per-

formance for coherent detection over Rayleigh fading channels. Similar to differential PSK, the
above DQAM signal can be detected using differential detection as foilows:

Fig. 3-7 Constellation of 16-DQAM

'

Table 3-1Mapping from bits to symbols for LGDQAM, phase mapping
using Gray coding
differential phase
IE
O
5n/4 3%/2 7x14
rt/4 7c/2 3
qk-9,-1
aoal

9

O00

011

001

010

110

111

101

100

L

differential amplitude
V a t- r

1

B

or

1

e

b. Use arg (SI) to make a decision on the first three bits that were mapped into the phase

of the transmitted symbol. arg() is the phase of a complex variable.

c. Compare IS1l with two preset thresholds

PL and pH.

If

PL c ISll < pH, the last bit is

decided to be O, else it is 1.
For the Rayleigh fading channels with coherent detection,

PL

= 0.68 and

pH

= 1.47 were

found [12] to produce the best error performance when P = 2.0.

The fading channel is modeiied by a complex Gaussian process with autocorrelation function
[38]:

where fd is the maximum Doppler frequency and Jo0 is the zero-th order Bessel function of the
first kind. In the simulation, ihis process was generated using the method given in [76].

The average signal noise ratio per bit at the output of the receiver front-end processor is
defined as:

,

,

where EA is the average energy per information bit, EA =

M- 1

z

l
lad2Mlog#f
i=o

Figs. 3-8 and 3-9 show the error performance of the reduced-staie MLSE receiver using adaptive prediction filters, for DQPSK and 16-DQAM signals, respectively. The channel is slowly
time-vaiying with fdTs = 0.01 , Ts is the symbol interval of the modulated signal. Adaptive prediction filters of order 10 are used (an order of 5, which is the memory length of the received signal, is good enough, as will be seen later fiom the simulation results). The lest mean square

(LMS)algorithm is chosen as the adaptive algorithm, with a step size of0.02. The decision window length for the VA is 20. For 16-DQAM, p = 2.0.

In Figs. 3-8 and 3-9, the 1-state MLSE receiver is essentially a detection-estimation receiver
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[27] with decision feedback. It achieves better performance than the conventional differential
detection. When the number of States of the VA is increased to 4 for DQPSK and 16 for 16-

DQAM (correspondhg to C = 1), the e m r performance of the reduced-state MLSE approaches
that of the coherent receiver.
Figs. 3-10 and 3-1 1 show that error performance of the adaptive reduced-state MLSE receiver
for fast fading channels (fdTs = 0.1 ). Conventional differential detection performs poorly
because of the fast amplitude and phase variations between adjacent samples. in contrast, the simplified MLSE receiver still achieves good perfomance, especiaily for t'2 1 where no error floor
is observed for SNRs less than 40 dB. Actually increasing L' beyond one provides only marginal

gain in error performance.
The influence of the prediction filter order on the error performance of the reduced-state MLSE
receiver is also investigated through cornputer simulations. Fig. 3- 12 shows the ermr performance
of a Cstate MLSE receiver with different prediction füter orders for DQPSK signals transmitted

over a fast fading channel CfdTs = 0.1 ). The results indicate that increasing the prediction order
beyond 5 does not improve the error performance much, but making it the sarne as L' (which is

a
1

one here) results in an unacceptable error floor.

In 1121 it is show that 16 DQAM gives better performance than ldDPSK for Rayleigh fading
channels with coherent detection. This property of 16-DQAM carries through to the reduced-state

MLSE with adaptive prediction filters. Fig. 3-13 compares their error performance for 16-state
MLSE receivers under different fading rates. The Merence (in ternis of dB loss) is about the
same as for coherent detection.

3.4 Summary
This chapter presented a measure to determine the memory length of a random signal and
developed an adaptive reduced-state MLSE receiver structure for QAM signais over frequency
nonselective Rayleigh fading channels. The measure for the memory length of the random signal
is based on the Kuliback-Liebler "'distance" function and is very easy to evaluate for signals over
Rayleigh fading channels. The memory length of the received signal determines the complexity
of the MLSE receiver. This complexity is prohibitive for QAM signals with large constellation. It
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cornes from both the implementation of the VA and the design of the prediction filters.
An adaptive reduced-state MLSE receiver stmchue was proposed to solve the receiver corn-

plexity. For fixed number of states in the VA, complexity due to prediction filter denvation grows
linearly with the prediction order instead of exponential. Simulation results showed that, with
moderate number of states in the VA (usuaily M for M-ary modulation), much better error performance was achieved for the adaptive reduced-state MLSE receiver when compand with the
conventional differential detection receiver. The prediction filter order also bas a significant influence on the e m r performance when it is l e s ~than the memory lengtb of the received signal. It
should be equal to or slightly longer than the memory length of the received signal.
Only uncoded sipals were considered. mically coding combined with interleaving is

employed to realize reliable communication over fading channels. Both the coding and the interleaving add to the receiver complexity. The foilowing chapter develops receiver structures for
coded signals with interleaving for both frequency nonselective and ftequency selective Rayleigh
fading channels.

Chapter 4
Sequence Detection for Coded Signais with Interleaving
4.1 Introduction
Coding plays an important part in improving the reliabiiity for communications over mobile
wireless channels. In [17], Dai and Shwedyk applied convolutional codes without interleaving to
both frequency nonselective and frequency selective Rayleigh fading channels. A MLSE receiver
structure which performs a joint detection-decoding was denved by combining the channel memory and the convolutional code memory. The combined memory was represented by a composite
trellis and joint detection-decoding was done by searching through this composite trellis using the
Viterbi algorithm. As an example, Fig. 4-1 shows a rate

-21 convolutionai code applied to a fre-

quency nonselective channel. The modulation is QPSK.Suppose the fading channel alone results

1
t
h the convolutional code, {sk,sk- ,} is
in a memory length of 1 for the received signai. W
determined by {ak,ak- *,ak- 2, ak- )} . The composite trellis is given in Fig. 4-2. MLSE or joint

ML detection-decoding can be done by searching this trellis using Viterbi algorithm with the metnc derived in 3.1. A similar receiver structure was studied in [72] for fiequency nonselective
Rayleigh fading channels.
For multipath fading channels, bit/symbol emrs occur in bursts rather than randomly, especially for slowly tirne-varying channels where a long e m r burst can be observed during deep
fades. For the joint detection-decoding scheme to be effeftive in combating comlated fading.
very powerfùl codes (block codes with a long block length or convolutional codes with large constraint length) have to be used. An easy way to increase the block or constraint length of a code is

bot
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Fig. 4-1 Rate IL2 convolutional code over a fmquency nonselective fading charnel

through interleaving. For a (n, k) block code that can correct t errors. an interleaver with interleaving depth j results in a un,jk) code that can correct jt consecutive euors. For convolutional codes, replacing D in Fig. 4-1 by

d

ÿ delay units) gives an interleaved convolutional

code (with interleaving depth j) with burst e m r correcting capability that is j times better. Obviously an increase in the interleaving depth results in a longer block length for the block code and
a longer constraint length for convolutional codes, which in tum increases the memory length of
the received signai. Since the complexity of the joint detection-decoding receiver grows exponen-

tially with this mernory length. a practical receiver quickly becomes impossible with an increase
of the interleaving depth. For the example of the convolutional code given in Fig. 4-1, an inter2j+ 1

leaving depth of j gives a composite trellis with 2

states. An interleaving depth of 5 (which

is not sufficient at a i i even for moderately fast time-varying channels) results in prohibitively high
computational complexity.
A suboptimal but practical receiver structure is the two-stage receiver discussed in 1.5 of

Chapter 1. In this receiver, multipath fading compensation and sequence decoding are done sepa-

Fig. 4-2 Composite trellis diagram for the system shown in Fig. 4-1. Total memory length
is 3-bit long (2 from the convolutional code and 1 from the fading channel)

rately in two stages. In the first stage the fading is compensated for without consideration of the
stmcture due to coding, i.e., successive symbols are assurneci to be chosen independently and
equally likely h m the modulation alphabet. After channel compensation, sequence decoding is
done in the second stage. Soft-decision decoding is usuaily pzeferred because it gives better e m r
performance than hard-decision decoding. To facüitate this sofi-decision decoding, the output
from the first stage must be "sofk". This "'soft" output could be in the form of a posteriori probabilities 123][34] or a sequence (harddecision) with reliability fuoctions [34] or eraswes [ZS] 130).
For frequency nonselective fading channels, soft-decision can also be done in the second stage if
the first stage outpuis the channel estimate. Viwious charnel estimation schemes have been pro-

posed ([18], [36], [40], [SOI, [72]). In the next two sections, the issue of optimum channel estimation is studied for freqctncy nonselective charnels. A joint detection-decoding based on the twostage receiver structure is proposed for both f~quencynonselective and fkquency selective channels.

4.2 Two-Stage Receiver with Chamel Estimation for Frequency

Nonselective Rayleigh Fading Channels
For frequency nonselective Rayleigh fading channels, ML soft-decision decoding can be done
in the second stage [IO] if the fiat stage delivea cbannel estimates. The receiver structure is
shown in Fig. 4-3. Obviously the performance of the second stage decoding depends on the reliability of the channel estimate from the first stage. When designing the first stage chamel estimation, coding structure is not exploited, i.e., the first stage assumes an uncoded trmsrnitted data
sequence.

4.2.1 Optimal Channel Estimation
The design of the first stage channel estimation depends on the cnterion chosen for optimality.
Here the a posteriori probability is chorn as the measure for the reiiability of the channel estimate. In general the optimum channel estimate is given by:
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Fig. 4-3 Two-stage receiver structure with channel estimation

But

P (si (NI )
p(r(N))

= C is independent of j if the data sequence before coding is chosen from the m d -

ulation alphabet independently and equaily likely. Therefore (4-2) becomes:

(4-3)

For Rayleigh fading channels, p ( g (N) (si( N ) ,r ( N ) ) is a Gaussian probability àensity
function. Now assume that the modulation is constant ampiinide, e.g.. PSK, then the covariance
matrix of this probability density function is independent of si ( N ) .This can be easily seen by

writing:

-

n&
and recognizing that is still a sample of zero-mean white Gaussian process with variance N o
'j. k
2

(assumea PSK signal with unity amplitude). The maximum value of this conditional probability
density fùnction is achieved at jjj ( N ) = E { g ( N ) Jsj( N ) ,r (N)} and this value is independent
of the data sequence si ( N ) .
The maximization of (4-3) over g (N) is practicaily impossible because al1 the possible transmitted sequences have to be considered. However, when the additive Gaussian noise is weak, the
conditional probability density function p (g ( N ) (si ( N ) ,r ( N ) )

is centred around

E {g ( N ) 1si (N) ,r ( N ) ) with a very small spread. In this situation. considering that the decay of
the Gaussian probability density function is exponential, the maximum of the sum in (4-3) occurs
at E { g (N)1j. ( N ) ,r (N) ) where S ( N ) is chosen to maximize p (r (N)1sj (N)) (i.e. the ML
sequence estimate). Formaiiy let

denote the power spectral density (PSD)of the additive
2

2

white Gaussian noise. When N o +O. p ( g ( N ) Isj ( N ) ,r ( N ) ) approached an impulse

for high signal to noise ratio. Because of the constant ampiitude modulation assumption, the max-

that

% (NI = E {g (N)15 ( N ) ,r ( N ) ) . Since this pair (S ( N ) ,& ( N ) ) maximizes the terni
P ( 8( N ) 1si (N),r ( N ) ) p ( r ( N ) lsj (4) C

(in the sum of the last equation of (4-2)),

which is equal to p (g ( N ) ,si ( N ) ( r( N ) ) (in the sum of the fint equation of (402))~the pair actually gives the joint MAP estimation of both the seqwnce and the channel. From the above iliscus-

sion, one has the foiiowing proposition:

PROPOSITION 1

The channel estimates generated by the joint W estlstlmationof the channel and the &ta
sequence are osymptotically the W estimates of the channel.

1

Aiso one c m see from the above discussion that the maximizatioa of p (g ( N ) ,sj ( N ) r ( N ) )
can be done by sequentially maximizing p ( r ( N ) lsj ( N ) ) over sj ( N ) and then maximizing
p (g ( N ) Isj ( N ) ,r ( N ) ) over g ( N ) .Therefore Proposition II foliows immediately:

PROPOSITION II

The joint MAP estimation of the data sequence and the channel con be irnplernented by a ML
sequence detector tu generate the sequence estimate,followed by a minimum meun square
error (MMSE)smoother to generate the channel estimate.

The above two propositions suggest the channel estimation scheme shown in Fig. 4-4, which is
asymptotically optimum.

For nonconstant amplitude modulation schemes such as QAM signals, the above two propositions do not hold because the covariance matrix of the conditional probability density function
p (g ( N ) Isj ( N ) ,r ( N ) ) depends on the specific data sequence si (N) .Therefore the maximiza-

tion of the product p ( g ( N ) Isj ( N ) , r ( N ) ) p ( r ( N ) lsj ( N ) ) cannot bz done sequentially and
separately on each individuai conditional probability density function as is done for the constant
amplitude signals. Nonethelesq the channel estimation scheme shown in Fig. 4-4 wiil still give
good channel estimates as long as the ML sequence estirnate is relatively diable. One difficulty

in implementing Fig. 4-4 for QAM signals is that the MMSE smoother also depends on the input
sequence from the MLSE and hence is time-varying. In the aext section, one wiii sce that this difficulty can be solved if the MLSE makes use of Kalmaa filtea instead of linear finite impulse
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Fig. 4 4 Asymptoticaily optimum channel estimation in the first stage of Fig. 4-3

response (FIR)prediction flters.

4.2.2 Channel Estimation from MLSE Receiver Using Kalrnan Filtering
in Fig. 4-4, channel estimation is done by first finding the ML sequence estimate. As discussed
in Chapter 3, if the memory length of the received signal can be considered finite, MLSE over fre-

quency nonselective fading channels can be implemented using a bank of linear FIR prediction
filters and the Viterbi algorithm. When a state-space modei is available for the Rayleigh fading
process, Kalman filters can be used in lieu of the FIR linear prediction filters ([16][27][45]).
Assume an dl-pole mode1 for the Rayleigh fading process (this is always possible [47]) as follows:

i.e.. the Rayleigh fading process is generated by passing a zero-mean unit-variance white Gaussian process ( w k ) through an ali-pole filter whose impulse response is determined by (4-7).

denotes matrix transpose. (4-7)then becomes:

G ( k ) = FG(k-1) +BW(k)

where

and

Also define Si(k) =

[sj,

O

... O] T .The received signal sample can be written as:

Equations (4-8) and (4-9) give the siate space equations for Kalman filtenng based on the given
sequence sj ( N ) . Kalman filtering can be implemented using the following equations [2]:

where & (k) and Xj (k) are defined as:

H

where A denotes the conjugate transpose of a matrix A.

The first element of G (k) and the element at the intersection of the first row and the first column of

5 (k)

correspond to the mean and the variance at the output of the linear prediction filter

as shown in Fig. 3-1. The last (the L-th)element of

6 (k)

and the elernent located at the intersec-

tion of the Lth row and L-th column of Zj (k) are the L-lag smwthed estimate for gL- and the
corresponding mean square estimation emr.

4.2.3 Other Channel Estimation Techniques
There are other channel estimation methods that use a structure similar to Fig. 4-4 but differ in
the first block. In other words, they generate the sequence estimate (or preliminary decisions-PD)
using methods other than MLSE.In [36],Irvine and McLane used PSAM to generate the PD (for
simplicity, this method wili be referred to as PI-PD receiver). A good preliminary decision is contigent upon the pilot insertion rate satisoing the Nyquist sarnpiing theorem. Compared with the
rnethod proposed in the above section (hereafter referred to as MLSE-PD), PI-PD receiver is simple to implement. On the other hand. the e m r performance of the MLSE-PD receiver does not
have a strict requirement on the pilot insertion rate since the pilot symbols in MLSE-PD are used
only to resolve the phnse ambiguity. Therefore, for fast fading channels, MLSE-PDoffers a better

trade-off between the power (or bandwidth) efficiency and the error performance.

In [ a ] , a detection-estimationsequence detector was used in the first block of Fig. 4-4 to generate the preiiminaq decisions. It is essentially a reduced-state MLSE with one state. This
receiver suffea from emw propagation due to erroneous decision feedback. Its advantage is that
there is no decision delay to make the preliminary decisions. Reduced-state MLSE to generate

preliminary decisions is also studied in [18][72]. The next section investigates the error performance of the MLSE-PD and the PI-PD receivers through computer simulations. The reduced-state

MLSE-PDreceiver design is aiso discussed.
4.2.4 Simulation Results
In this section the error performance of the MLSE-PD receiver is studied through computer
simulations. Based on the simulation results the MLSE-PD receiver design in terms of piiot insertion rate (PIR), decision delay (DD) and prediction order (Q)is also discussed. The channel esti-

mation uses the diagrarn shown in Fig 4-4. In other words, MLSE with h e a r FIR prediction
filters is used to generate the PD. Since tme MLSE-PDis difficuIt to implement, only reduced state MLSE with different degrees of reduction is studied. The information sequence (binary) had
a length of 4 million bits and the SNR range is 5-20 dB. An interleaving depth of 1000 symbols

was used. Therefore for al1 the fading rates considered in this section, the interleaving c m be considered ideal. Ungerboeck's 8-PSK8-state trellis-coded modulation ( K M ) [70] was selected as
the coding/modulation scheme due to its proven robustness in fading channels [65]. The mapping
of this TCM is shown in Fig. 4-5. To resolve the phase ambiguity, piiot symbols were inserted

periodicaüy into the interleaved data sequence.
The correlated Rayleigh fading process was the Jakes-Clark model 1381, with the correlation
function of the process given as:

fdTr is used as the measure for the fading rate where T, is the symbol interval. Typical fdT, fail

in the range of 0.01 to 0.1 (for a satellite channel with 4GHz carrier and 8000 symbols/s.

b2k
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Fig. 4-5 Ungerboeck rate-2/3 8-state 8-PSKTCM

fdTr = 0.1 corresponds to a vehicle moving at the speed of 216 Lmmour and f,T, = 0.01 corresponds to an almost statioaary receiver). A linear FIR channel smoother of order 21 (which
includes 10 past samples and 10 future samples of the received signal) in Fig. 4-4 was designed
according to the MMSE critenon.
For the purpose of cornparison, the performance of the PI-PD rrceiver was also simulated to
estimate the channel and make the pnlimiaary decisions the MMSE interpolation ~ h e m proe

posed in [9] was adopted. with an interpolation order (K) of 12. Coefficients for the MMSE
channel smoother in Fig 4-4, the MMSE interpolator in PI-PDreceiver and the linear prediction

filters in MLSE-PDreceiver were precomputed based on the correlation function of (4-15) and
the average received signal to noise ratio (as defhed in Equation (3-24)).
The bit error performance of the two-stage receiver using MLSE-PDchannel estimation for
the fast fading channel &TS = O. 1) is shown in Fig. 46. The pilot insertion rate

(PIR)is 2: 1

(two information symbots followed by one pilot symbol). It was assumed that the receiver knows

the positions and values of these pilot symbols. The SNWbit also took into consideration the
overhead due to pilot syrnbol insertion. Reduced-state MLSE-PDwith 10, 8- and 64-state treiüses
were simulated. The 1-state MLSE-PDis essentidy the decision feedback symbol-by-symbol
decision scherns of [40]. For 8- and 64-state MUE-PD,the decision delay @D) is set to be
100Tsand the prediction order Q is 5. For reference, the error peifomiance of the receiver with
ideal channel state information (CSI)is given in the figure.

The performance of the two-stage receiver using PI-PDchannel estimation is aiso shown in the
P
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Fig. 4-6 Error performance of MLSE-PDand PI-PDreceivea for a fast fading channel

figure. It yields similar error performance to that of the 8- and 64-state MLSE-PD receivers, with
less computational complexity and s d e r decision delay (the delay incurred in generating the

PD is 18Ts only). Incrrasing the interpolation order for the PI-PDreceiver will improve its error
performance but at the expense of an increase in the decision delay.
Fig. 4-7 shows the error performance of the above receivers for a slower fading channel
(fdTs

= 0.01 ). Ail the parameters in the simulation stayed the same as in Fig. 4-6 except the pilot

insertion rate changed to 5: 1. Again, the performance of the MLSE-PD receivers and PI-PD
receiver is very close. Due to erroneous decisions being fedback, the 1-state MLSE-PD receiver

has long error bursts. Thus it cannot perform weli in the slowly fading environment and therefore
its error performance is not shown.
To obtain an approximate idea of the performance of the MLSE-PD and PI-PD channel estimators. Figs. 4-8 and 4-9 show the mean square channel estimation e m (MSE)at the output of the
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Fig. 4-8 Mean square channel estimation emr correspondhg to Fig. 4 4
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Fig. 4-10 Effect of pilot insertion rates on MUE-PD and PI-PD receivers

Next, two parameters for the MLSE-PD receiver design. namely the decision delay and the
prediction order for making the prelirninary decisions are discussed.
4.2.4.1 Decision Delay

The decision delay of a receiver is an important parameter in interactive cornmunication systern design. For MLSE-PD and the PI-PD channel estimation, the difference in decision delay
stems from the PD generation block. For the PI-PDreceiver, this delay is approximately K P / 2
where K is the order of the M ' S E interplator and P is the pilot insertion period expressed as
the number of symbols [9].Usuaily

K 2 2, with better channel estimation if K is larger.

For MtSE-PD receivers using a fixed window Viterbi algorithm (VA), the decision delay is

determùied by the window length. When a pilot(s) is (are) inserted, the treiiis is the-varying. If a
reduced complexity MLSE with

~

States (M is the alphabet size of the modulation) is consid-

end at the receiver, then inserthg L' consecutive pilot symbois (at the transmitter) results in the
reduced-state MLSE receiver looking at a periodic treliis that converges to a single state every P
symbois where PT, is the pilot insertion pend. In this case, the window length ( W,) for the VA
cm be chosen as:

It is obvious that 1- and M -state reduced-complexity MLSE-PDalways have a smaller decision

delay than the PI-PDreceiver.
When the number of consecutive pilot symbols is less than L',then at any tirne instant, the
trellis does not converge to a single state. The window length of the VA now cm be chosen
according to the folIowing condition:

where L, is the decorrelation length of the channel and Q is the prediction order used in the

MLSE-PDreceiver. For the Rayleigh fading pmcess, the decomlation length of the channel cm
be defined as the minimum tirne difference between two samples with a negligible correlation.
Therefore Lc satisfies:

where A is a threshold chosen according to dinerent applications. As a d e of thumb,

L, = Ts/fd is a good choice which for Jakes-Clarke mode1 corresponds to A = 0.25. This
length is usuaUy larger than the prediction order Q,therefon the window length and hence the
decision delay is detemiined by the channel decorrelation length. This decision delay is compara-

ble to or smaller than that of the PI-PD receiver for fast fading channeIs but is longer for slower

fading channeis.

The effect of dinerent window lengths on the performance of MUE-PD receiver is given in
Figs. 4-1 1 and 4-12 for fast &TI = 0.1 ) and slow &TI = 0.01 ) fading channe1s. respectively.
The prediction order (Q) was chosen to be 20 and only one pilot symbol at a time was inserted

cm be used to choose the
window length and with the pilot insertion rate used in the simulation (5: 1). a window length of 6
( 5 1 in the simulations). Thus for 8-state MLSE-PD receiver, (446)

is sufficient. From the simulation results, with decoding windows of 20 and 100, the error per-

formaace of the 8-state MUE-PD receiver is very close for both fast and slow fading channels.
For 64-state MLSE, if one still inserts one pilot at a tirne, the window length should be chosen
according to (4-17). For f ~ faciiag
t
chmels, decision delays of 20 and 100 stül do not perform
differently while a significant improvoment can be observed for the slow fading channel as the
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Fig. 4-11 Effect of DD on MLSE-PD receivea. fast fading
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Fig. 4-12 Effect of DD on MME-PD receivers, slow fading

window length is increased from 20 to 1 0 . More consecutive pilot symbols are required to
decrease the decision delay. In the case of 64-state MLSE,a pilot insertion rate of 10:2 (inserting
a group of 2 pilot symbols at a tirne) will bring the decision delay down to 10 symbols while
retaining the sarne power efficiency. A trade-off that has to be made here is that e m r performance
will start to degrade if the pilot group insertion rate is lower than Nyquist sampling rate.

Another parameter to be considered in designhg the MLSE-PD channel estimator is the order
of prediction filters used in the PD generation. F m the discussion in Chapter 3 one sees that this
order should be equal to or longer than the memoxy length of the received signal, especially when
the effect of phase ambiguity is considered. The order should be long enough to include as many

+8-state MLSE, Q=20
8-state MUE, Q=5

---u-- 64-state MLSE,Q=20
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Fig 4-13 Effect of prediction order on MLSE-PD receivers. fast fading

pilot symbols as possible in order to resolve the phase. When reduced-state MLSE-PD is used.
this parameter should be chosen properly because the effect of wmng decision feedback also

needs to be considered.
Fig. 4- 13 shows the error perfomiance of the reduced-state MLSE-PD receiver for a fast fading

channel using prediction orders of 5 and 20. For both 8- and 64-state receivers. the difference
when different prediction ordea are used is negligible. Similar behaviour can be observed for the

slow fading channel as seen in Fig. 4-14. Note that for slow fading channels with 8-state MLSE a
larger prediction order actually gives inferior error performance. This is because for reduced-state

MLSE-PDthat have a small number of States, wrong decisions appear in long bmts for slow fading channels and have a more signincant infiuence on the channel pndiction than fast fading
channels.
A situation that requises a larger prediction order is when the pilot insertion rate is low. Fig. 4-

15 shows the error performance for the fast fading channe! (fdTs = 0.1 ) under the prediction
orders of 5 and 20 with a pilot insertion rate of 5: 1. For both 8- and 64-state MLSE, the larger pre-
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Fig 4-14 Effect of prediction order on M U E - P D receivea, slow fading

diction order gives better performance, since more pilot symbols are considered by the prediction
filters. Also by comparing Fig. 4-15 with Fig. 4-6 one can observe that when the pilot insertion
rate is low, increasing the number of states for the VA improves the error performance. For
reduced-state MUE-PD applied to slower fading channels a similar conclusion can be reached as
long as the number of states in the VA is not reduced significantly. Otherwise (long) e m r propagation will cause the error performance to detenorate.

4.2.5 A Practicai Receiver
From the discussion in 4.2.4 it is clear that when pilot insertion rate satisfies Nyquist sarnpling
rate. the PI-PD receiver offers comparable error performance to the reduced-state MLSE-PD
receivea, with the advantage of less computational complexity and comparable decision delay.
For fast fading channels, a PI-PD receiver is less powercfficient because it requires the pilot
insertion rate to be high enough to generate reliable channel estirnates. For a PI-PDreceiver to
work properly in al1 situations. either the transmitter must adjust the pilot insertion rate according
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Flg. 4-15 Effect of prediction order on M U E - P D receivers with lower P I .
to the channel conditions or the pilot insertion rate has to be chosen according to the worst case.
Adaptive pilot insertion at the receiver requins a feedback channel to the transmitter from the
receiver. Also the transmitter has to keep the receiver informed about the pilot symbols (rate.
positions, etc.), and the receiver has to change the interpolation filter accordingly. Therefore this
is not a very convenient choice. Since MLSE-PDis not sensitive to the pilot insertion rate. a pos-

Detector

Estimator

Fig. 4-16 A practical receiver which uses both PI-PDand MUE-PD

sible approach is to combine the PI-PD and the MUE-PD schemes with the estimation of the fading rate at the receiver. The new receiver would switch between the PWD and the MLSE-PD
schemes accorciing to the estimated fading rate, with a pilot insertion rate chosen according to an
intemediate fading rate at the receiver. A fading rate estimation scheme has recently been pror shown in Fig. 4-16.
posed in [8]. The block diagram of the proposed ~ c e i v eis

4.3 Joint Detection-Decoding for Coded Signals over Rayleigh Fad-

ing Channels
The previous two sections have investigated various suboptimal two-stage receivers for coded
signals with interleaving. The first stage compensated for the fading channel while the second
stage decoded the sequence. Since it was assumed in the first stage that the transmitted symbols in
the data sequence were statisticaiiy independent and equaiiy Likely, the channel compensation in
the first stage did not benefit from the coding. To utilize the coding structure in the channel compensation, this section develops an iterative scheme based on the two-stage receiver as a M e r
step towards the joint detection-decoding. Both frequency nonselective and frequency selective
channels are considered.

4.3.1 Iterative Channel Estimation and Sequence Detection for Frequency

Nonselective Rayleigh Fading Channels
Consider the two-stage receiver shown in Fig. 4-3, where the chamel estimator is either PI-PD

or MLSE-PD.The symbol errors in the preiiminary decisions appear in bursts due to the correlative fading process and thus cause the channel estimate from the smoother to deviate f?om the correct channel estimate for a consenitive number of symbols. Due to the deinterleaving prior to the
sequence decoder, the influence on the second stage dececoding is that of a random pattern. Therefore. with a reasonably good chamel estimate. the second stage decoding generates a more reliable sequence than the prelirninary decisions in the first stage. Moreover, this sequence is a valid
sequence in contrast to the PDs of the first stage which could be invalid since it does not explore

the coding structure. This decoded data sequence should generate a better channel estimate. In
tum this updated channel estimate can be used to improve the performance of the soh-decision

decodiag in the second stage. This is the basic idea for the joint detection-decoding. It is done
through an iterative channel estimation and sequence detectioddecoding.

The receiver structure for the iterative channel estimation and sequence detection is shown in
Fig. 4-17. For convenience, the various delay units for time synchronization are not shown, but
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Fig. 4-17 Iterative channel estimation and sequence detectioddecoding

they should be clear from the context. The lower part (outside the dashed,block) is the conventional two-stage receiver shown in Fig. 4-3. The upper part (inside the dashed block) is new.
There are two decoders in the receiver. Decoder 1 differs h m Decoder II in that it outputs the
coded symbol sequence rather than the binary (source) sequence and also produces erasures at its
output. There are different ways to generate the erasures, for example, the soft-output Viterbi
algorithm (SOVA)[29] cm be used to produce a reliability function of the output symbols and a

threshold c m be set to determine which symbol is to be erased. Here another method, that is proposed in [63](erasure declaring Viterbi algorithm-EDVA), is used for frequency nonselective
channels. This method still uses the Viterbi aigorithm to 6ind the most probable sequence, but
each time it tries to update the survivor, it also compares the partial path metnc of ail the other
competing paths to that of the ssurvivor. If the difference (defhed as the ratio of the maximum a
poster=ioriprobability of al1 the paths ending at one state to that of each individuai competing

path) is s m d (falls below some tbreshold), then symbols that are different on the surviviog path
and the competing path are declared "erased". The optimum threshold R was found by trial and
error in 1631.
Shce the channel estimate determines the perfomiance of the decoder, the erasure is used to
indicate which channel estimate should be interpolated. The output from Decoder 1 are re-interleaved the same way as the interleaver at the transmitter. The values of the fading process cornsponding to erased symbols are then interpolated using the interleaved symbol sequence and the

received signal. This step serves to improve bad channel estimates. Then a hard-decision on the
erased symbol is made using the new channel estimate. At this time, the symbol sequence should
be more reiiable than the original PDs. It is then used to reestimate the channel and the above pro-

cedure is iterated. This procedure can be terminated at any time by obtaining the data output from
Decoder II.
The error performance of this iterative receiver was studied through computer simulations. The

channel mode1 and TCM coding scheme were chosen to be the same as in 4.2.4. Reduced-state
MLSE with a prediction filter order of 20 was used to generate the preliminary decisions. The

optimum threshold R for determinhg the erasure was chosen through trial and emr. It was found
that 2.0 < R < 5.0 yielded the best results. The MMSE criterion was used to design the channel
smoother (order 21) and the F R channel interpolators (order 10) for the fading process.
Fig. 4-18 shows the performance gain achkved by iterative channel estimation and sequence
detectioddecodingfor a fast fading channel (fdTs = 0.1 ). The pilot insertion rate (PIR)was chosen to be 2: 1. Reliminary decisions on the tmnsmitted data sequence were made using a detectionestimation structure, or reduced-state MLSE with one state oniy. Fig. 4-18 indicates a 4 dB
gain after the first iteration. Improvement after the k t iteratioa is negligible.

Figs. 4-19 and 4-20 give the error performance of the iterative receivers with the same PIR of
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Fig. 4-18 E m r performance of the iterative receiver for a fast fading channel. Preliminary
decisions were generated through a reduced-state MLSE with 1 state
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Fig. 4-19 E m r performance for the iterative receiver for a fast fading channel. Preliminary
decisions were generated through a reduced-state MLSE with 8 States
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Fig. 4-20 Error performance for the iterative receiver for a slow fading channel. Preliminary
decisions were generated through a reduced-state MLSE with 8 states
2: 1 but with the preliminary decisions generated by an 8-state MUE. The improvement due to
iteration is quite small. This is not surprishg because with an MLSE to produce the preliminary
decisions, the channel estimate from the k t stage of the two-stage receiver is asymptoticaiiy the
optimum channel estimate. Therefore, iteration does not improve this channel estimate signifi-

cantly.
When the pilot insertion rate is low (e.g, not satisfying Nyquist sampling theorem), iteration
results in more significant improvement compared to the performance of Figs. 4-19 and 4-20. Fig.
4-21 shows the e m r perfoimance of the iterative receiver with a PIR of 5: 1 and an 8-state MLSE

to generate the preiiminary decisions. A gain of 1.5 dB is achieved after the second iteration at the
bit error probability of 10-~.
Another way to improve the error performance when the PIR is low is to increase the number
of states in the treliis and use a large prediction filter order, as discussed in 4.2.4 (Fig. 4-15). Obviously, the iterative receiver has lower complexity.
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Fig. 4-21 Error performance for low PIR. 8-state MLSE was used to generate the

preliminary decisions

4.3.2 Generaîization of the Iterative Receiver to Frequency Selective Rayleigh

Fading Channels
The generalization of the iterative receiver discussed above to frequency selective Rayleigh

fading channels is not straightforward. Due to the intersymbol interference introduced by the
channel. the channel estimate cannot be used directly in the second stage decoding. As discussed
in Chapter 1, the two-stage receiver structure can also be applied to frequency seiective channels
as a suboptimal solution to the joint detection-decoding receiver. In this case. the first stage in Fig.

1-6 (muitipath fading compensation) has to combat both the signal fading and the intersymbol

interference. Sequence detection schemes for frequency selective channels such as adaptive
equalization. MLSE and MAP symbol-by-symbol detection can be used in this stage. and the
decisions produced c m be used in the second stage for hard-decision decoding [3 11. As shown in
[34]. MLSE and MAP symbol-by symbol detection are aiso capable of outputting soft-decisions

in the form of erasures [30], reIiability fwictions or a posteriori probabilities. These soft decisions
can be used in the second stage for softdecision decoding. For binary modulation, it was shown
[34] that the son-decisions from MLSE and MAP symbol-by-symbol decision give almost the
same performance for the second stage decoding. A two-stage receiver using softsutput MLSE is
shown in Fig. 4-22.
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Fig. 4-22 Two-stage receiver with sofi-decision decoding

As in the two-stage receivers for fhquency nonselective Rayleigh fading charnels, the soft

decisions at the output of the first stage of Fig. 4-22 are made without considering the coding
structure. Similarly. the soft-decisions from this stage can be improved if the output from the second stage is used. This can be done by producing son-output decisions at the second stage decoding, for example, in the form of a pmeriori probabilities, and then feeding these soft decisions
back to the h t stage. Metrics in the first stage now have to be moàified to reflect the change in
the "new" a priori probabiiities of the possible sequences in a way similar to the iterative decod-

ing of concatenated codes [46]. Here, an alternative is considered. It improves the soft output
from the hrst stage through channel estimation using the hard output from the second stage. The
receiver structure is shown in Fig. 4-23.
The lower half of Fig. 4-23 is the conventional hvo-stage soft-decision receiver while the
upper part is onginal. Once again for convenience, the various delay units necessary for the correct timing are not shown in the figure. The MLSE block in the lower part generates soft decisions
using the SOVA proposed in [29]. These soft-decisions are reliability functions which in essence

Data
output

Fig. 4-23 Iterative receiver for frepuency seIective channels

are the probabilities that the decisions are incorrect. When erasure decoding in the second stage is
desired, these reliability functions from the sofi-output MLSE can be used to determine which
syrnbols are to be erased. The soft-decision decoding block could be a Viterbi decoder for convolutional codes or an appropriate Linear block code decoder if block codes are used.
In the upper part, the encoder and interleaver block replicate the transmitter coding and inter-

leaving. Channel memory due to the correlated fading is exploited by the use of a fixed-lag Kal-

man smoother [2], which can be interpreted as the optimum (MAP) estimation algorithm for the
fading process. The output from the smoother is then used by a soft-output Viterbi algorithm to
remove the intersymbol interference due to the fnquency selectivity of the channel and to produce a soft output on the interleaved data sequence. Since the Kalman smoother utilizes the more
reliable data sequence (error-corrected), it generates a better channel estimate than would the
MLSE block and thus helps to improve the soft decisions from the soft-output VA on the interleaved data sequence.

The error performance of this iterative receiver was evaluated through cornputer simulation.
The two-ray fading channel model s h o w in Fig. 4-24 was used in the simulation. Tap coefficients
were assumed to be independent complex Gaussian pmcesses of the same power. The foliowing
vector AR model was used to generate the fading processes from a unit variance vector white
Gaussian process:

*

Fig. 4-24 Two-ray Rayleigh fading channel mode1

-2xfdTs

When a = e

,the corresponding continuous-tirne complex Gaussian pmcess has a first-

order Butterworth PSD with fd the cut-off frequency. fd also represents the maximum Doppler
frequency of the fading process.
The received signal sarnple is given by:

(4- 19) and (4-20) give the state-space equations for the design of the soft-output MLSE in Fig.

4-23. Both the soft-output MLSE and the son-output VA in the receiver used the SOVA proposed
in [29] to generate the reliability functions on the transmiiied data sequence. A very large interleaving depth (2000) was used in the simulation. Therefore it can be considered to be ideal.
The L-lag Kalman smoother is designed by rewriting Equations (4-19) and (4-20) as:

To include the previous L channe1 vectors, the above equations are expanded:

The expanded state-space equations (4-23) and (4-24) are used to design the Kalman filter. At
the k-th update, Gk- gives the L-lag smoothed estimate of the channe1 at time (k - L) T,. In the
simulations, L was chosen to be 20.

Binary phase shift keying (BPSK)was chosen as the modulation scheme. Pilot symbols were
inserted periodicaily to resolve phase arnbiguity with a PIR of 2: 1 used in aii the simulations. The
fiat example used a (2,1,4) convolutional code [44] with d f , , = 7 and generator ma&:

The fading channel considend had fading rates of fdTI = 2.0 x

IO-^ and 2.0 x 104.

With a

1.8 GHz carrier fhquency and 260kbiuls data rate, this corresponds to vehicle speeds of 320 km4

hour and 32kmsmow, respectively. The terms "fastef' and "slowei' are used to describe these
two channels. The bit error probability versus the average received signal to noise ratio per idormation bit is show in Figs. 4-25 and 4-26. As indicated by the results, the most significant gain is
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Fig. 4-25 Error performance of the convolutional code, fdT, = 2.0 X

achieved with the first iteration.
For the second example, a (63,36,5)BCH code with minimum Hamrning distance of 11 [44]
was selected. The generator polynomid of this code is given by:

Erasure decoding was chosen as the soft-decision decoding scheme. Symbols were erased by
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Fig. 4-26 E m r performance of the coavolutional code, fdTr = 2.0 X 10cornparhg their reliability function, p (Sk# sk(r(N)) , from the soft-output MLSE or the softoutput VA in Fig. 4-23 with a threshold Te, (O < Te< 0.5 ). A symbol was erased when its reliability function exceeded the threshold. Finding the optimum Te analytically is quite difficult, if
not impossible. A trial and error method was used in the simulation. It was found that with coherent detection (ideal CSI) Te = 0.45 gives optimum performance for both fading channels. On the

-

other hand, Te in the range 0.45 0.48 gives optimum error performance for rnost of the receivers, including the iterative receiver shown in Fig. 4-23.
The error performance of the iterative receiver using the BCH code with erasure decoding is
given in Figs. 4-27 and 4-28. A modified version of the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm 1561 was
used to handle both e m and erasures. In both figures, the threshold was chosen to be 0.45 and
fixed for al1 receivers. This threshold gives the optimum e m r performance when the receiver
knows the channel perfectiy (ideal CSI). Similar to the performance of the convolutional code. the
most significant gain is achieved after the first iteration. For the faster fading channel, however,
improvement can still be seen after 3 iterations.
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Fig. 4-27 Error performance of the BCH code. fdTr = 2.0 x
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Fig. 4-2û Error performance of the BCH code, fdTs = 2-0 X 104
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As mentioned, determîning the optimum threshold analyticaily for the erasure is not an easy

task. Possible factors that idluence the choice of the optimum threshold include the average signal to noise ratio and the number of iterations. Gemrally, with larger S N R and more iterations.

fewer erasures should be ailowed. Fig. 4-29 shows the e m r performance of the BCH code for the
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Fig. 4-29 Error performance of the BCH code for receivers with optimized

erasure ihnshoid~.fdrr= 2.0 x 10-~

faster fading channel, where at each stage, the thshold for the erasure is optimized. M e r four
iterations, more than 3 dB of improvement compared with no iteration is observed at the bit error
rate of 104 and the error performance is within 2 dB of the coherent receiver.
When frequency selectivity of the channel is severe, the MLSE in the first stage could be very
complex. The reduced-state MLSE combined with the iterative charnel estimation and sequence
decoding proposed here achieves impmved e m r performance compared with the two-stage
receiver without iteration. The complexity only grows linearly with the number of iterations. One
potential problem with this receiver is the excessive decision delay and stomge requirement. For
one-way communication systern such as audio and radio broadcasting, this should not be a senous

problem.

This chapter presented several receiver stn~cturesfor coded signals with interleaving. First the
two-stage receiver for frequency nonselective Rayleigh fading channels was examined. An
important feature of the proposed receiver stnicnire is its asymptotic optimaiity for channel estimation, Another property is that the channel estimation scheme is not strictly Limited by the
Nyquist sampling theorem.
Joint detectiondecoding receivea based on iteration were also developed in this chapter.
Receivers were derived for both frequency nonselective and frequency selective Rayleigh fading
channels. Dependhg on the schemes chosen for the genemtion of the preliminary decisions, various degrees of improvement in error performance have been observed over two-stage receivers
without iteration. This receiver structure provides a trade-off between receiver complexity and
decision delay.

Chapter 5
Sequence Detection and Channel Estimation over Finite
State Markov Channels

The previous two chapters discussed receiver structures for the Rayleigh fading channel.
Cbapter 3 developed the MLSE receiver for general QAM signals and Chapter 4 proposed nceive n for coded signals with interleaving. The core of the receivers in Chapter 4 is MLSE.MLSE is
mathematicdly tractable for Rayleigh or Rician charnels where the channel impulse response can
be modelled as a cornplex Gaussian random process. For general time-varying channels, the mul-

tidimensional distribution of the channel is usually unknown. There is no explicit expression for
it, and therefore the design of the MLSE receiver is difncult, if not impossible.

in this chapter, finite state Markov channel (FSMC)modelling is first intduced as a twl for
describing general time-varying channeb. Sequence detection is then studied based on the proposed FSMC model. Because the channel introduces me-

into the received signal, optimum

detection for a sequence transmitted over FSMC should be based on the entire observation, as is
done for the detection over Rayleigh fading channels. Maximum likelihood sequence estimation
receiver of uncoded sequences transmitted over FSMC is derived. The chamel is assumed to be
frequency nonselective. Generalization to frequency selective channels is quite straighdoward
[42]. Channel estimation is also considered. When coding with interleaving is applied, the chan-

ne1 estimate cari be used for the second stage soft-decision decoding as discussed in Chapter 4.

5.1 F i t e State Markov Channel (FSMC) Model
The description of a radio channel discussed in Chapter 2 is usefiai for Rayleigh or Rician fading channels. For general tirne-varying channels with non-Gaussian distributions, second-oder
statistics are usually not enough and multidimensional probability density functions are requireà.
In most situations an analytical solution is not possible. Fite state Markov modelling provides
an alternative. The finite state Markov model cm be applied to model general tirne-varying channels with rnemory. The state space cm be coasidered to consist of a finite set of additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN)channels. Each state corresponds to a specific charnel quality inâicated
by signal to noise ratio andor bandwidth. The output h m a finite state Markov channel depends
on the present input and the channel state whiie the next channel state only depends on the present
channel state and is independent of the input Since the channel state is not directly observable at
the receiver but is embedded in the received signal, the finite state Markov channel model is also
referred to as a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), a terminology that cornes fmm speech recognition [SS]. For the puipose of channel modeliing, a FSMC model is specified by the state space C
and the transition probabilities between states.
Let C = {ci,i = 1,2, ..., K) be the state space with K states and Sk be the channel state at
time kT,. A homogeneous FSMC then has transition probabilities that are independent of the
time index kT,:

f o r i , j ~{1,2 ,...,K).
The simplest FSMC model is the 2-state Markov channel model studied by Gilbert [24] and
Elliott [19]. A generalized two-state Markov model is shown in Fig. 5-1. Each state represents a
binary symmetric chanml with àifferent cross-over probabilities (or equivaiently different signal
to noise ratios for AWGN chamel). To model tirne-varying channels whose quality changes over
a wide dynamic range, more states are requkd in the FSMC model. In [74]. the FSMC model is
applied to model the amplitude process of frequency nonselective Rayleigh fading channels. In
that mode1 the received S N R is partitioned (quantized) into a finite set of intervals, with each

state c2

state c,

Fig. 5-1Two-state Markov model
interval corresponding to a state. Then the FSMC model is constructed by finding the transition
probabilities using level crossing rates. In Appendix 11, an alternative constmction is given. The
optimum sequence detection strategy for signais transmitted over FSMC is discussed next.

5.2 MLSE over Finite State Markov Channels
The channel is assumed to distort the transmitted signai through a multiplicative stationary
random process (fiequency nonselective). The received signal can be writteo as:

where N is the length of the transmitted sequence, 4 is the kth transmitted information symbol
and nk is a sample due to the additive white Gaussian noise. The multiplicative terni gk is an output of the finite state Markov channel model and talces values h m a finite size alphabet

C=

Cco,ci,

...,cK-,) .

( g k } is assumed to be a homogeneous Markov process with the

transition probabilities given by :

For uncoded sequences where each symbol is chosen fiom the modulation alphabet independently and equaily likely, the maximum a posteriori sequence estimate is equivalent to the maxi-

mum likelibood sequence estimate. This ML sequence estimate is given by:

where the maximization is over aü the possible transmitted data sequences. j = 1,2.

...,AdN, for

M-ary modulation.

Usuaily { s j ( N ) } , { g ( N ) } and the additive white Gaussian noise are statisticaüy independent. Under this condition, one has:

N

=

n

p (rklr (k - 11, si (k))

(rk is independent of hiture data symboîs)

k= 1

where Pi (k. 1) = P (gk = c,l r (k

- 1) ,si (k- 1) )

is the probability of the 1-th channel state at

time k conditioned on the previovs received signal samples and the specific sequence considered.

A recursive formula exists [26] to calculate Pi (k, 1) :

for 1 = 0, 1, ...,K - 1 . The two condjtional probability density functions in (5-6) are Gaussian
density functions.
Although taking the logarithm of (5-5) on both sides gives an additive metric, the Viterbi algo-

rithm cannot be readiiy applied here to find the ML sequence because from (5-6) it is evident that

Pi(k, 1) depends on the entire history of the received signal. In this situation, either a tree search
algorithm or reduced-state VA have to be use& In this thesis, the reduced-state VA is considered.

5.3 MAP Channel State Estimation
Similar to the discussion in 4.2, joint ML detection-decoding for coded signal with interleaving is not practical for the FSMC.Therefore, the two-stage suboptimal receiver is used. Unlike
the situation for a Rayleigh fading channel, a FSMC mode1 enables one to do optimum channel
state estimation.
The optimum (maximum a posteriori probability) channel state estimate is given by:

where the maximization is over ail the possible channel state sequences.
Since

.

and p ( r (JV) ) is the same for aU possible g ( N ) the equivalent condition for (5-7) is:

But

The first stage does not exploit the coding structure and therefore the successive symbols are

-

assumed to be equally probable and statistically independent, i.e., P (sk) = 1 for M-ary modu-

M

lation. Then (5- 10) becomes:

An additive metric can be obtained by taking the logarithm of (5-1 1) and the Vitehialgorithm
c m be applied to search for the optimum channel state sequence.

5.4 Joint Sequence Detection and Channel Estimation
The metric denved in the previous sections (Eqns. (5-5) and (5-11)) involves the calculation of
a sum of exponential te-

over the alphabet of either the channe1or the s i p a l constellation. This

section denves a receiver for both sequence detection (Section 5.2) and channel state estimation
(Section 5.3) that avoids the above computation. In Section 4.2 it was shown that for Rayleigh
fading channels, joint MAP channel and sequence estimation actually gives the ML sequence
estimate and asymptoticaüy the MAP channel estimate. For the FSMC,a sixniiar argument can be
made for constant amplitude signals.
The joint MAP channel and sequence estimate is given by:

Under the assumption that s (N) and g ( N ) are statisticaiiy independent, one has:

P

('
) is a constant if the transrnitted sequences are equaily probable. Therefore the joint
(r(N)

MAP estimate in (5-12) can be obtained from:

where

Taking the logarithm of (5-15) gives an additive metric. Joint estimation can be done by
searching through a trellis with MK states, where M is the size of the modulation alphabet and K is
the number of states for the FSMC [41].

5.5 Simulation Results
The performance of the above receivers is studied and compared through computer simulations. 4 A S K modulation was considered in ali the simulations in this section. The first FSMC
model considered is the two-state model [26] with no signal attenuation for the good state and 20
dB attenuation for the bad state. Thus g ( N ) a two-state Markov model with the transition dia-

gram given in Fig. 5-2.

Fig. 5-2 Transition diagram for the two-state Markov model

Both a reduced-state MLSE receiver with one state and the joint MAP charme1 and sequenct:
estimation receiver were simulated. The one-state MLSE receiver is essentialiy the decision feedback receiver discussed in [26]. Fig. 5-3 shows the probability of bit emr versus the average
received signal to noise ratio for channel model with transition probability $, =

Pb = O. 1 .The

error performance with ideal channel state information is also included for reference. Even for
nonconstant amplitude modulation. MLSE and joint MAP are equivalent in terms of sequence
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Fig. 5-3 E m r performance of MLSE and joint MAP estimation for a 2-state FSMC
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Fig. 5-4 Channel estimation emr of MAP and joint MAP for a 2-state FSMC

1

estimation. Both sequence detection schemes achieve the performance of coherent detection
(ideal CSI).
The performance of the channel estimation schemes were also determineci for the above twostate FSMC model. The results are given in Fig. 5-4. Since the channel has a finite numùer of
states, the figure of merit here is the probability of channel state estimation e m r . As expected, the
channel estimate fiom &e joint MAP channel and sequence estimaiion receiver converges to the
MAP estimate of the channel, ir., the channel estimate from the joint MAP is asymptotically
MAP. This convergence is achieved even though the modulation is nonconstant amplitude. As a

lower bound for both channel estimation schemes, the channei estimate with a known sequence is
aiso shown.
For radio channels where the chamel quaiity can change dramatically, a two-state FSMC is not
adequate [74]. As shown in [74], to model fading channels with Rayleigh amplitude, at lest an 8state FSMC model is required. In Figs. 5-5 and 5-6, the e m r performance for two 8-state FSMC
models is given for the reduced-state MLSE receiven with 1 and 4 states, as well as for the joint
MAP receiver. Using the method given in Appendix 1, the FSMC model was derived for two

Rayleigh distributed random processes (land mobile channel), ope for a fast fading channel with
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Fig. 5-5 Error performance of MLSE and joint MAP for a fast fading 8-state FSMC
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Fig. 5 6 Error performance of MLSE and joint MAP for a slow fading 8-state FSMC

fdTs = 0.1 and the other a slow fading channel with fdTs = 0.01 .Phase distortion was assumed
to be fuUy compensated and was not considered in the simulation.
The results indicate that the e m r performance for the MLSE ceceiver improves as the number
of states in the trellis increase from one to four. Increasing the number of states beyond 4 does not

improve the e m r performance very much, especially for the fast fading channel. The results also
show that though the modulation is nonconstant amplitude, the joint MAP sequence estimation
receiver and the MLSE receiver have very close bit error performance.
Figs. 5-7 and 5-8 show the performance of different channel estimation schemes for the above
two FSMC models. The performance is measured by the probability of channel state error. For
both channels, the joint MAP channel estimation gives asymptotically the MAP channel estimate.
For slower fading channels. the channel estimate approaches the lower bound. Once again. this is
achieved for nonconstant amplitude modulation.

20
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Fig. 5-7 Channel estimation error of MAP and joint MAP for a fast fading 8-state FSMC

Fig. 5-8 Channel estimation error of MAP and joint MAP for a slow fading 8-state FSMC

5.6 Discussion
A FSMC model characterizes the memory of the channe1. The receiver structures derived

above for both sequence detection and chanwl estimation are generic. i.e., as long as a FSMC
model exists for the channel, the receiver c m be applied This is quite attractive for chmels with
distributions other than complex Gaussian. In this situation it is very difncult, if not impossible, to
find the joint probability density function for the received signal, hence the design of MLSE or
symbol-by-symbol MAP detection is not possible. The FSMC characterization provides a M e r -

ent approach to the signal detection problem for this situation [43].
One thing that should be realized about the FSMC model is that it is only an approximation to
actual communication channels. For one thing, the impulse response of the acaial channel is
always continuous. Thus a FSMC model with a finite number of states represents the channel
analogously to the way a quantized signal represents its analog counterpart. Obviously a FSMC
with more states results in a better representation. From (5-5) and (5-6). this means a iinear
increase in the receiver complexity.
Another issue is that until now the FSMC model considered has a memory of one symbol. It
has been shown [73]that the amplitude (Rayleigh) process of the complex Gaussian fading pmcess is appmximately f h t order Markovian. This results in the FSMC models used in the previous
section. in that section, phase distortion introduced by the channel was assumed to be fully compensated through other measures (e.g., P U )and therefore not considered in channel modelling.

To compensate for the phase distortion introduced by a fast time-varying channel, FSMC modelling should include the phase as weli as the amplitude. In this situation practical channels have a
memory that could be several symbols long. For example. it was show using the infonnation-

theoretic measun in Chapter 3 that for Rayleigh fading channels with a Jakes-Clarke correlation
function, the fading process had a memory length of about 5. The design of the MLSE receiver for
higher order FSMCs is straightforward but the receiver complexity grows exponentialiy with this
order.

The modehg error (finite state and finite memory) using a FSMC results in a degradation in
e m r performance if a MLSE xeceiver based on the FSMC is to be used for the actual channel.
The degradation of error performance due to the use of a FSMC model in recciver design can be

most readily seen for Rayleigh fading channels, since an optimum receiver is actually available.
Fig. 5-9 gives the resulu from computer simulations for a Rayleigh fading channel with the comlation hinction given in (4-15) and at the nomiaüzed maximum Doppler fkquencies of
f,T, = 0.1 (fast fading) and 0.01 (slow fading), respectively.
For the simulations, QPSK was chosen as the moduiation scheme, with a pilot insertion rate of

2: 1 to resolve the phase arnbiguity. The MLSE receiver design was as discussed in Chapter 3.
Here a reduced-state MLSE with 16 States was used as the optimum receiver. Again using the
method given in Appendix 1, an individual û-state FSMC model was obtained for b t h the inphase and the quadrature components of the complex Gaussian process. Thus the complex fading
process was represented by an 64-state FSMC model. The results show that the performance degradation due to the FSMC modelling is relatively smaU for low to medium SNR.The difference is
increased at higher SNR.At the effect of white Gaussian noise fades, the channel modelling error

:fast fading, fdTs = 0.1
: slow fading, fdTI
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Fig. 5-9 A cornparison of the optimum receiver and the ML receiver based on FSMC

for the Rayleigh fading channel

becomes the dominant factor that Muences the error performance. In addition, the effst of chan-

ne1 modelling error WU be more significant if the pilot insertion rate is decreased.

This chapter discussed the optimum receiver design for finite state Markov charnels. It is a
usefbl model to characterize the memory of general tirne-varying channels. With a FSMC model,
the problem of optimum sequence detection and chamel state estimation for general tirne-varying

channels becomes mathematicdy tractable. Error performance of the proposed receivers was
studied through cornputer simulations. Error propagation as experienced in the receiver proposed
in [26] was eliminated. For the MLSE receiver, though a trellis was not available, per-survivor
processing gave near optimum performance when a relatively small number of States were considered (e-g., 4 states for a 4-ASK modulation).

The effect of channel modelling error on the performance of the receiver was also discussed
for Rayleigh fading channels. Within the SNR of interest, the degradation is acceptable.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Study
6.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, the design of diable yet practical receivers for signals transmitted over mobile
wireless channels has k e n investigated. Maximum likelihood was chosen as the criterion for
optimaiity. Specifically three topics have been addressed. They are: the MLSE of Q A M signals
over frequency nonselective Rayleigh fading channels, detection of coded sipals with interleaving, and detection over finite state Markov channels. Receivers have been designed and their e m r
performance evaluated through computer simulations.
In Chapter 3, the MLSE receiver for QAM signals over frequency nonselenive Rayleigh fading channels was denved. Under the assumption of finite memory length of the received signal,
the receiver can be realized using a bank of prediction filtea and Viterbi algorithm. This rcceiver

can be considered to be a generalized version of the receiver proposed by Lodge and Moher 1451
for constant amplitude modulated signais. The complexity of this receiver grows exponentially
with the memory length of the received signal. In this chapter, a measun that c m be used to deter-

mine the memory length of the received signal was proposed. It was based on the Kullback-Liebler distance function and can be easily evaluated for the Rayleigh fading process. It was found

-

that for Rayleigh fading process, the memory of the received signai is about 3 5 T, depending
on the average signal to noise ratio, the c h m e l correlation huiction and the sequence considered.
With this memory length and the QAM signals. pndiction filter design becomes computationaily intensive, especialiy when the modulation alphabet size is large. Adaptive prediction filters
were applied to solve this problem. With an adaptive prediction filter, no special effort is required

to the design of the prediction filter and channel knowledge (correlation function and additive
white Gaussian noise level) is not a prerequisite.
The detection of coded signals over Rayleigh fading channels was investigated in Chapter 4.

Interleaving/dei.nterleaving is usuaily employed for signalling over correlative fading channels. It
effectively increases the block length for block codes and the constraint length for convolutional
codes. making very simple codes more robust. MLSE of coded signals with interleaving results in
prohibitive receiver complexity, therefore a suboptimai twestage receiver structure is used in this
situation. The k t stage compensates for the distortion introduced by the multipath fading channe1 and the second stage makes softaecision decoding. In the thesis. a two-stage receiver smicture for frequency nonselective Rayleigh fading channels was derived.

The Grst stage of this receiver tried to compensate for the channel by delivering an asymptotically optimum ( M M )channel estimate. This channel esthate was then used in the second stage
for a soft-decision decodiag. The asymptotically optimum channel estimate was shown to be the
channel estimate from a joint MAP channel. Sequence estimation therefore c m be implemented
by an ML sequence estimator followed by a MMSE channel smoother. An alternative using
Kalman filtering techniques was also given to generate this charnel estimate with less decision
delay. The design of this receiver based on reduced-state MLSE was investigated in detail thtough
Monte-Carlo simulations. Comparison with the pilot symbol assisted modulation (PSAM)
showed that this scheme was not sensitive to the pilot insertion rate and therefore more flexible in
performance versus power (bandwidth) efficiency.
Joint detection-decoding schemes based on the two-stage receiver structure were also proposed
in Chapter 4. In these schemes, the decoded sequence from the second stage was used to "recompensate" the channel distortion. This m e r improved the performance of the second stage decod-

ing. Receivea for both frequency nonselective channels and fiequency selective channels were
proposed with different strategies for each type of channels as well as for block and convolutional codes. For frequency selective channels the improvement h m iterations was quite significant. For frequency nonselective channels, the improvement varied depending on the channel
estimation scheme used in the Grst stage. This receiver structure provides a trade-off between
receiver complexity and decision delay. Since most of the gain due to iteration is achieved after
the first iteration. decision delay is not a very serious problem.
The finite state Markov channel mode1 provides a tool for modelling general tirne-varying

channels. MLSE for uncoded signals over frequency nonselective FSMC was studied in Chapter
5. As noted in Eqn. (5-6), the metric did not suggest a trellis and therefore the receiver could not

be implemented using the Viterbi algorithm. However, simulations indicate that a reduced-state
VA with M States (where M is the size of the modulation alphabet) was adequate. The optimum

channel estimation scheme was also derived in this chapter. It can be used in conjunction with the
two-stage receiver for the detection of coded signais with interleaving. Conclusions regardhg the

ML sequence estimate and the joint MAP channel and sequence estimation obtained in Chapter 4
generaiized here. Moreover, simulation results indicated that the conclusions also hold for nonconstant amplitude modulation.

To conclude, a list of what are felt to be the major original contributions of the research are the
following:
1. A measure to determine the memory length of a random process using the KuUback-Liebler

"distance" function. This mesure is usehl in the MLSE receiver design. It can be used to
determine the order(s) of the prediction filters and the receiver complexity.
2. An adaptive reduced-state MLSE receiver structure for QAM signals over frequency nonselective Rayleigh fading channels. This receiver avoids the p~dictionfilter design and
update for QAM signals.
3. A channel estimation scheme in the k s t stage of the two-stage receiver for frequency nonse-

lective Rayleigh fading channels. This scheme generates asymptotically MAP channel estimates.
4. Iterative channel estimation and sequence decoding schemes for both frequency nonselective and selective Rayleigh fading channels. Compareci to the two-stage receiver, this is a
f i e r step towards the optimum detection of the coded sequence.
5 . ;ML sequence detection of uncoded signals over finite state Markov channels as well as

MAP channel state estimation that can be used in a two-stage receiver for coded signals
with interleaving.

6.2 Suggestions for Further Study
In the MLSE receiver for QAM signals over frequency nonselective fading channels. pilot
symbols are inserted periodicaüy to resolve phase arnbiguity. These pilots serve a diaerent purpose compared with the pilot s p b o l s in the PSAM where they are used to estimate the channel.
The effects of pilot insertion rate on the error performance of the MLSE receiver has been studied
through simulations in this thesis. UnWEe the PSAM where the pilot insertion rate depends solely
on the maximum Doppler frequency. the pilot insertion rate to successfuily prevent phase ambiguity for a MLSE receiver depends on the maximum Doppler fkequency. the average received signai

to noise ratio and the modulation scheme. It is desirable to relate these parameters analytically.
either in an exact f o m or with some bounds.

In Chapter 4. a two-stage receiver was proposed for frequency nonselective channels. The fint
stage generated the channel estimate. Recentiy MAP symbol-by-syrnbol detection for uncoded

and coded sequence over frequency nonselective Rayleigh fading channels has been proposed

([23][671). These schemes are capable of producing the a posterion probabiiities of each symbol.
Therefore they can be used to form a two-stage receiver as shown in Fig. 6 1 . The a posteriuri
probabilities can be used in the second stage to make sofi-decision decoding. It would be interesting to compare the error performance of these two receivers since the receiver pmposed in this
thesis has a simpler structure.

rk,

MAP
sPbOl-b~-symbolDetection

Deinterleaving
v

-

Soft-decision

a,
r

'm

Decoding

Fig. 6-1 Two-stage receiver with the first stage delivering o posteriori probabilities

For the joint detection-decoding schemes proposed in this thesis, hard decisions were made at
the second stage decoder. Furthet improvement would be achieved if this second stage decoding
also produces soh-decisions. Channel compensation strategies that c m incorporate the soft-decision from the second stage decoding need to be devised. Hopefuliy this will further improve the
performance of the receiver, especially for fast fading chaunels.
Throughout the thesis, ideal interleaving was assumed, Le., interleaver with infinite depth. In
practice interleaving depth is restricted by the maximum allowable decision delay, especially for
interactive communication systems. An extension of this research should inchde the study of the
effect of nonideal interleaving on the e m r performance of the receivers proposed in this thesis.

Optimum sequence detection and channel estimation for frequency nonselective finite state
Markov channels have been studied. The FSMC model for frequency nonselective channels cm

be consmicted by partitionhg the received signal to noise ratio into a finite number of intervals. It
was found that an 8-state FSMC is sufficient to represent the Rayleigh fading channels. However,
when this methodology for constmcting FSMC model h m the real world is generalized to frequency selective channels. the number of States for the FSMC grows exponentiaîly with the channe1 memory in the r variable of c (t, 7 ) . MLSE becomes impractical in this situation [42],
especially for severely frequency selective channels. Better methodology for constmcting FSMC
models for frequency selective fading channels is needed.
Lasly, throughout the thesis adjacent channel interference (ACI) and cochannel interference

(CC0 has not been considered. However, for wireless mobile c o ~ m i c a t i o n
systems such as the

cellular phone system, AC1 and CC1rather than the additive white Gaussian noise often represent
major performance impairments. Receiver design (MLSE and joint detection-decoding) in the
presence of AC1 and CC1 should also be included in the future research.

Appendix 1: Derivation of (3-6)and (3-7)

From (3- 1) one can define:

,, ,...,yk -

The linear prediction of gk based on the p s t L sarnples {yk - y, -

is given by:

where { C (m,k) ,m = 1,2, ...,L} are obtained from (3-8).
Define the prediction enor e& as:

With the prediction coefficients chosen according to (3-8). one has the foilowing normal condi-

tion:

Since ek and yk - are zero-mean Gaussian nuidom variables. They are statistically independent. Thus the conditional mean of rk is:

and the conditional variance is:

From (A 1-5) and (A 1-6), Equations (3-6) and (3-7) foiiow.

Appendix II

Construction of Finite State Markov Mode1 from A Given
Random Process
In this appendix, a method for constructing FSMC models fmm a aven random process is discussed. The channels considered are frequency nonselective, Le., the received signal simples are
given by:

The construction of the FSMC model is done in two steps. The first step constnicts a state
space by partitioning the received signal to noise ratio into a 6nite number of nonovedapping
regions. For the frequency nonselective channel given in (A2-l), this is equivalent to partitioning
g, into a finite number of regions. In other words, the state space consists of the quantization

intervais of gk. After the state space is set up, transition probabilities between States are found in
the second step. Jh [74], based on the level crossing rates the transition probabilities are denved
for Rayleigh distributed gk. In this appendix. a different method is proposed to constmct the

FSMC model. It is based on the one and two dimensionaljoint probability density functions of the
fading process.
Let p (g,) and p (gk,gk ),
+

be the one and two dimensional probability density functions of

the random process {gr k = 1,2, ...} . To constmct the state space, an optimal quantization
method that minimizes the mean square quantization error can be used to partition gk into K non-

overlapping intervals. Fig. A-1 shows the quantization of a Rayleigh distributed g, . The range of

Fig. A 4 Optimum quantization of the Rayleigh distributed random variable

t

g, is partitioned in to K small nonoverlapping intervals where each srnail shaded m a in the graph
1

has equal area (- ). The thresholds for each interval can be found by solving:

K

for i = O, 1, ...,K- 1.
The mean value of each small interval is given by:

and is used as the state for the FSMC model.

When g, is Rayleigh distributed with:

where u ( ) represents the unit step function. one bas:

Generaliy, if a closed fom expression for the left hand side of (A2-2)does not exist, auwncal
methods have to be used to solve for the vis.
Mter the ui s are obtained, the transition probability fmm one state (quantization interval) to
another c m be calculated by:

When gk is the square root of the squared sum of two independent identicaiiy distributed (ID)
Gaussian random processes, it is Rayleigh distributed with the following two dimensional probability density function:

where [BI = [c4- R~ ( m ) ]

2

. RO is the autocorrelation function of the underlying Gaussian

process. Z,O is the zeroorder modified Bessel fùnction of the ikst kind.
Thus to construct the FSMC mode1 the one and two dimensional probability density functions
need to be h o w n analyticdy. In situations where they are unknown, Monte-Carlo simulation has

to l
x used to construct a FSMC mode1 from expetimental data.

AppenaUr III

List of Programs For The Simulations
Ali the programs were written in C

Chapter 3:
1. conventional differential detection for 16-DPSK and 16-DQAM
2. 16-state MLSE for 16-DPSK and 16-DQAM

Chapter 4:
3. reduced-state MLSE-PD receiver which includes:

3a.64-state Vïterbi algorithms for PD generation
3b. 8-state Viterbi algorithm for decoding the Ungerboeck 8-state 8-PSK TCM
3c. MMSE channel smoother
4. iterative receiver for frequency nonselective Rayleigh fading channels which includes:
4a. 8-state Viterbi algorithm for PD generation
4b. erasure declaring Viterbi algorithm for the Ungerboeck 8-state 8-PSK TCM
5. iterative receiver for frequency selective Rayleigh fading channels which includes:
Sa. soft-output Viterbi algorithm for a two-ray Rayleigh fading channels

Sb. L-lag vector Kalman smoother
5c. Viterbi algorithm for the (2,1,7) convolutional code

6. iterative receiver for frequency selective Rayleigh fading channels which includes:
6 a soft-output Viterbi algorithm for two-ray Rayleigh fading channels
6b. L-lag vector Kaiman smoother

6c. modified Berlekamp-Massey algorithm for the (63,36,5)BCH code
Chapter 5:
7.4-state Viterbi algorithm for sequence detection of 4-AM modulation
over 8-state FSMC model
8.8-state Viterbi aigorithm for channel state estimation over 8-state FSMC model
9.32-state Viterbi algorithm for joint sequence and channel state estimation
of 4-AM modulation over 8-state FSMC model
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